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NJ Proposes GPA Decrease; MSU Does Not
Board of Education in Favor of Lowering CPA Minimum for Receiving Teacher 
Certification, but University Will Continue to Keep Current Requirements
By Inbal Kahanov 
Managing Editor
Despite a NJ Board of 
Education proposal to 
temporarily lower the mini­
mum grade-point average 
(GPA) required for obtaining 
teacher certification, MSU 
does not plan on lowering 
the entrance and gradua­
tion standard for their pro­
gram.
According to MSU’s Dean 
of the School of Education 
and Human Services, Ada 
Beth Cutler, MSU will continue 
its current practice regardless 
of any change created by 
the NJ Board of Education. 
It will continue to admit into 
the program and recom ­
mend for teacher certifica­
tion upon graduation only 
those students that achieve 
a minimum 2.75 GPA, the 
current state standard.
The proposal by the board 
provides a two-year period 
i n which teacher cand i­
dates in New Jersey may 
seek initial teacher certifi­
cation assuming they have 
graduated from their respec­
tive teacher-education pro­
grams with a minimum 2.5 
GPA (where a 4.0 is an A 
grade).
This is meant to give offi­
cials time to search for an 
alternative, such as creating 
the 2.75 requirement only 
within a student's major.
“The best education pro­
grams don't require only a 
2.5 GPA. A 2.75 is a B- grade 
and I really don't think it’s 
unreasonable," said Cutler.
“Most of our students in 
the teacher education pro­
gram that we present for 
certification pass with well 
above the 2.75."
According to the New 
Jersey Commissioner of Edu­
cation, William L. Librera, 
the current 2.75 requirement 
that was set in January 2000, 
under former NJ governor 
Christie Whitman, excludes 
talented students who may 
be an asset to the education 
system, but who have a GPA 
only slightly lower than the 
standard.
Since September 2000, 
1,057 (or five percent of) 
applicants for teacher certi­
fication failed to have the 
2.75 GPA.
“Of those, 50 percent had 
a GPA that fell between 2.5 
and 2.75,” said Librera in his
statement.
Each year, MSU recom­
mends for teacher certifica­
tion in both the undergradu­
ate and graduate level, 350 
students, and is currently in 
the process of growing to 
an anticipated 600 students 
within the program.
Statewide, in-the spring of
2001,67.8 percent of seniors 
in New Jersey's public and 
private universities had a 2.75 
GPA. Holding a 2.5 GPA were 
81.5 percent of university 
seniors.
While the Board of Educa­
tion is proposing the lowering 
of the GPA requirement for 
teacher certification. Gover­
nor James E. M cGreevey, 
announced a plan to raise 
the passing score on teacher 
certification exams.
"I think students are 
receiving a mixed message 
from the state,” said Cutler.
“We should have higher 
standards, and it’s okay to 
raise the scores. I think the
state is trying to do that but 
continue to maintain a bal­
ance to make sure we're not 
excluding talented teach­
ers.”
She also stated that she 
is sympathetic to those stu­
dents who may fall short of 
the 2.75 GPA due to “having
See "GPA" onp.6
No Longer M ailedRegistration 
Priority Now Available on W ESS
By Melinda Smith 
Chief Copy Editor
MSU is getting techno­
logically savvy and will no 
longer be sending registra­
tion priorities via mail; instead, 
priorities will now be avail­
able to view online at Web 
Enrollment Services for Stu­
dents (WESS).
The registration priorities 
became available on Octo­
ber 7, 2002, one full week 
before they would have 
been availab le by postal 
mail.
Like the cards from the 
past, WESS will also let a 
student know whether they 
have any prior obligations 
such as holds from the Well­
ness Center or outstanding 
tuition bills.
Students can go to the 
Montclair website and login 
to WESS. Once logged in 
enter the student ID and the 
personal ID number, select 
the Registration & Schedule 
link and then click on the 
Registration Status for Spring 
2003 link. There should be 
the student’s date and time 
to register.
As for those students that 
don't have
MIKE CAFÀR0  /  THE MONTCLARION
Students looking for their registration priority cards will find that the date and time for 
registering will now be available on the Web Enrollment for Student Services (W ESS) 
and will no longer be sent via standard mail.
and some
a com­
puter, the 
MSU com­
puter labs 
are open 
th ro u g h - 
o u t 
c a m p u s .
R ecen tly , 
t h e 
c a m p u s  
has had ^  
some trou­
ble with their Internet server
students have 
exp ressed  
worry that 
all the new 
traffic to the 
WESS w eb­
site may 
cause prob­
lems.
W h e n  
U n ivers ity  
R e g is tra r , 
D e n i s e  
D e B l a s i o  
was asked if 
the system could handle the
¿¿[WESS] ELIMI­
NATES THE POTENTIAL 
PROBLEMS OF STU­
DENTS NOT GETTING 
THE INFORMATION. 99
-Denise DeBlasio, 
Uni\/ersity Registrar
load of the entire campus 
checking the system at once, 
she responded, “The system 
can handle the load.”
Some students do not 
agree with this, such as 
junior, fine arts major, Bridget 
Butler.
“I’ve been trying to 
access my WESS account for 
the past twenty minutes and 
the site keeps telling me that 
the system is unavailable. 
What good is being able to 
access my registration prior­
ity if I can ’t even log in to my
account,” said Butler.
MSU has been putting a 
lot of money towards improv­
ing the campus this past year 
and stopping the distribution 
of the registration cards is 
saving money as well.
When asked how much 
exactly, DeBlasio responded, 
“The issue here is that [new 
WESS service] is the most 
effective and efficient way 
of getting the information to 
our students."
See "PRIORITIES" on P.5
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10/5/02 - A female 
MSU student parked her 
vehicle in lot 18. When 
she returned to her 
vehicle, she noticed that 
an unknown individual had 
keyed a long deep scratch 
on the trunk.
10/5/02 - Officers 
responded to Blanton 
Hall on a report of 
harassing phone calls 
that were made to police 
headquarters. Taejon 
Whitehurst was arrested 
for Defiant Trespass and 
Possession of Alcohol 
(Underage) and released 
awaiting a court date 
from the Little Falls 
Municipal Court.
10/4/02 - Officers 
responded to Blanton Hall 
on a report of a 
distraught female. The 
Crisis Intervention Team 
was notified to aid the 
victim.
10/4/02 - An officer 
responded to Bohn Hall on 
a report of a possible 
overdose. The .officer 
spoke to the female 
victim at length,; she 
did not exhibit any 
symptoms of an apparent 
overdose. School 
officials were notified of 
the situation.
10/4/02 - The Little 
Falls Fire Department 
responded to the Student 
Center for an activated 
fire .alarm. A check 
for fire and smoke proved 
negative.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station from 
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls 
are strictly confidential.
Blaze burns two
A 31 -year-old man and 19-year-old woman Suffered serious 
‘burns, smoke inhalation and other in|uries when they leaped 
from their burning third-floor apartment early M onday morning, 
officials said. The fire, which started at about 2 :30 a.m. in 
the apartment building at Watsessing and Brighton Avenues in 
Belleville, was quickly contained, and evacuated residents were 
allowed back in several hours later. The victims' names can 
not be released, said fire officials, as the incident is still under 
investigation.
Gang leader convicted
A reputed leader of a Bloods group was convicted Friday 
in the shooting death of a man during a robbery outside an 
East Orange nightclub. Pele Brown, 22, of East Orange was 
convicted in less than a day by the Supreme Court in Newark 
in the killing of Albert Hughes and the wounding of his brother, 
Dwayne Harper, outside Brokers nightclub on Jan. 22 , 2001. 
Though Brown's alleged gang affiliation was not mentioned in the 
trial, he is named in a separate racketeering indictment as the 
second in command of the Gangster Killer Bloods, a gang with 
drug territory in Newark and East Orange.
Compiled from The Star Ledger by Inbal Kahanov
Man killed at suburban D.C. gas station 
A man was shot to death Wednesday night while pumping gas 
at a service station here, and authorities are investigating whether 
the incident is connected to the string of sniper shootings that has 
already claimed six lives in the Washington area.
Jury: Yosemite killer should die 
A jury decided Wednesday that C ary Stayner should die for 
‘killing three Yosemite National Park tourists in 1999, rejecting 
defense pleas to spare a mentally ill man twisted by genetics 
and a traumatic childhood. Jurors took just six hours to return 
their recommendation to the judge, who has the option of 
.sentencing the 41-yegrrold Stayner to life in prison. Sentencing:. 
was scheduled for Dec. 12, and an appeal is automatic. The 
courtroom was silent after the decisidn was read. Stayner showed 
no^visible reaction,-
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Charity director charged with aiding al Qaeda 
The leader of a  Chlcago-area Islamic charity was indicted 
on racketeering charges Wednesday, and the U.S. government 
accused him of fraudulently obtaining donations to support Osama 
bln Laden’s terrorist network. Enaam Arnaout, 40 , of Justice, Illinois, 
a Syrian-born naturalized citizen,. Is the first U.S. citizen indicted on 
charges of transferring money to terrorists. The executive director 
of Benevolence International Foundation has been in federal 
custody since his arrest on April 30 on other charges.
A d v e r t is in g  D ir e c t o r  • Kevin Schw oebel
<u.c C
The Montclarion is a  Class. O ne organization of the Student Government Association, Inc. of 
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M ain Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion. The first edition of The 
Montclarion, then named The Pelican, was published on November 28 , 1928.
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M S U  Receives a Big T i c k e t ^ ^
By Lillian M. Aleman 
News Editor
Standard Parking, MSU's parking 
service, has issued students, faculty 
and staff over $500,000 in parking 
citations during its first year of hire. As 
of this week, approximately $360,000 
has yet to be paid and Parking Ser­
vices will soon begin to take action.
According to a citation status 
summary report for tickets issued 
September 1, 2001 through August 
31, 2002, student parking lots have 
acquired an extensive amount of 
the fines issued. In total, commuter 
and overnight parking lot citations 
account for $477,250 of the issued 
fines, which includes violations such 
as obstructing a walk-way, improper 
or unauthorized parking. Although 
these parking violations accumulated 
a total of $156,750 worth of fines, 
13,258 individual tickets, adding up 
to $320,500, were given because 
an MSU parking permit was not pur­
chased by the owner of the vehicle.
Out of the 12 student parking 
lots, commuter Lots 18 and 22 alone 
com piled 5,537 citations, a total 
of over $130,000, for not displaying 
parking permit.
Thus far, 8,534 students have 
obtained a parking permit this year 
compared to the 10,687 students that 
purchased a permit last year.
“ I am pleased that students are 
buying permits at higher levels than 
last year at this time, which leads me 
to think they understand that having 
a parking program to manage the 
demand benefits everyone,” said 
Director of Transportation and Parking t< 
Services, Elaine Cooper.
Cooper also mentions that not 
only will students have to pay for
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outstanding fines before they receive 
a new 2002-2003 permit, a number 
of students are in danger of having 
a hold placed on their account thus 
enabling them to register for classes, 
receive financial aid, transcripts or 
diplomas.
“Account holds will be placed on 
student accounts for unpaid fines, as 
they are for library fines due, as well 
as other areas where students have 
outstanding balances...I’m hoping 
that our communication with the 
University will result in less people 
needing permits,” said Cooper
As of yet, the number of students 
in danger of having an account hold
is unknown because, according to 
Cooper, the Tile that performs the 
calculations has not been sent to 
Information Technology.
One student, who 
wished to remain 
anonymous, com ­
mented in response 
to the purchasing 
of parking permits 
and related the 
problem to lim­
ited parking on 
campus.
“I didn’t buy a 
permit last year, 
and I won't this 
year because 
it’s not fair for 
me to spend 
money to park 
on campus 
when I ca n ’t 
find a parking 
spot,” said 
the student.
W i t h  
threonevpark- 
inglotsopen- 
ing on 
c a m p u s  
during the 
first week 
ofNovem- 
ber, total­
ing the 
amount 
of stu- 
d e n t
parking spaces on 
campus (totaling 3,645 student 
parking spaces) and the additional 
50 spaces that were available at 
the Alexus Steak House parking Lot, 
Cooper feels that sufficient parking 
on campus is available.
"Standard Parking monitored the 
lot [Alexus 
Lot] and 
found that 
no one 
used it at 
all. I can 
o n l y  
a s s u m e  
that this 
means that 
s t u d e n t s  
are finding 
their park­
ing needs 
a c c o m ­
m o d a te d  
within the 
campus.” 
Despite 
the prob­
lem regard­
ing students 
ob ta in ing  
p a r k i n g  
d e c a l s .  
S ta n d a rd  
Parking is 
also facing
parking problems with faculty mem­
bers of MSU. Over $50,000 of 
the totaled $61,125 in faculty and 
staff fines were issued because of 
improper parking. A total of 2,026 
citations were issued to faculty and 
staff members for parking in an 
unauthorized area, a no parking 
zone, obstructing a walkway, park­
ing on a lawn, or impeding traffic.
Faculty and staff Lots 14 and 
19 received the majority of the cita­
tions and were issued over $23,000 
in fines.
According to Cooper, who 
believes the University has sufficient
faculty and staff parking, there 
are 1,296 available spaces for the 
1,560 employees at MSU. Cooper 
does explain a reason for the large 
amount of illegally parked faculty 
and staff vehicles.
"I believe
L o t#  
A id e n t  
S tu d en t/
° Ver»ight
Lot is
Lot 20 
Lot 21 
Lot 22 
Lot 23
C o u n t
1046 f in e s
$24,500
Lot 27 
Lot 29 
Lot 30
$310,500
$363,750
that there are some favorite parking
lots and I feel that when they 
[faculty] see it is full, they need to go 
to other faculty parking lots.”
Some faculty members agreed 
with Cooper, such as Thomas Green, 
an MSU employee from the Informa­
tion Technology department.
“ It’s [parking] understandable 
with the construction going on, but 
once the garage is done, parking 
will get better.” Regarding the issue
of favorite parking lots, Green men- 
tionsed that getting on campus early 
is the key.
"If I don't get on campus on time 
to get a space, I'll go to another 
Hot,” he said.
Other faculty and staff members 
of the University disagree with Coo­
per’s belief of sufficient fac­
ulty parking on 
cam pus, such 
as a member of 
the psychology 
department, Ira 
Sugarman.
"It’s outra­
geous,” said Sug­
arman. "I spent 40 
minutes trying to 
find a space.” Sug­
arman also com ­
mented on his rea­
sons for choosing 
certain parking lots. 
“When I'm not carry­
ing a lot of books or 
the weather is nice,
I don’t mind walking. 
But, other times with 
the weather, or if I'm 
carrying a lot of books 
and exams, it's diffi­
cult.”
According to the 
2002-03 Parking Regula­
tions, any MSU employee 
with outstanding fines of 
$100 or more will lose the 
privilege of parking on 
campus until the fines are 
paid in full. Also, faculty 
and staff who haven't yet 
paid their issued fines, will not 
receive a parking permit.
The University, along with 
standard parking, is working to maxi­
mize the number of parking spaces so 
that faculty can find an area to 
park. Two additional faculty lots 
are expected to be completed by 
November.
$ ? 6,000
$5,350
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$57,150 
$56,100  
$34,175
$24,275 
$5,000 
$9,075 
$22,325
Staff Citations
*AII Violations Have Not Been Listed
Total Unpaid
Violation Lot# Count Fines
Unauthorized Area Lot 9 71 $1,750
Obstruct walk/dr Lot 14 237 $ 5,375
Unauthorized Area Lot 14 171 $4,025
Parked Yellow Curb Lot 17 89 $2,225
Unauthorized Area Lot 17 90 $2,175
Unauthorized Area Lot 19 84 $1,950
Unauthorized Area Lot 4 102 $2,500
No Parking Zone Lot 19 207 $5,050
Unauthorized Area Lot 19 164 $3,775
Obstruct walk/dr Lot 7 48 $1,175
Unauthorized Area Finley/ 59 
Library Lot
$1,325
Unauthorized Area Graduate
Assistant
154 $3,550
Unauthorized Area Physical
Plant
Grounds
164 $4,050
Total $38,925
'■“ Montdarion .October 10. 2002 News www.themontclarion.org
Additional Parking Lot Construction Begins
nJ In
MSUCampus Map 
^1________________________________________________________________________
Legend
1. Two surface 
lots will be 
constructed at 
this location. 
Clove Road and 
Residential Area
2. Location 
one o f the sur­
face lots to be 
constructed. 
Floyd Hall Area
By Jennifer Bender 
StaffW riter
MSU will begin construction for 
the addition of three new parking 
lots today.
In total, the additional lots will 
provide 230 parking spaces and is 
expected to be available to students
and faculty in November 2002.
Two of the three lots will be used 
for commuter students and one will 
be used for MSU faculty and staff.
The lots will be located near the 
Floyd Hall Arena and on residential 
property that MSU has previously 
owned but, until recently, has not 
used.
“The areas were chosen because 
they are reasonably flat and are 
convenient and accessible locations
for the students,” stated Douglas 
Cooper, Director of Engineering and 
Architectural Services. It is not yet 
known which lots will be used for 
students and which will be used 
faculty and staff.
MSU is working in a collaborative 
effort with various contractors, some 
of which are currently on board with 
the University for current construction 
projects such as the recent paving 
improvements.
“The parking lots should be a 
benefit,” stated Cooper.
G raduate  commuter student 
in the economics department Biz 
Mekbeb agrees with Cooper when 
stating, “This is long overdue. It will 
definitely help.”
Other commuter students agree 
that the addition of the two parking 
lots will be of help. But, senior com­
muter Raj Tailor states, “ It will not 
be enough.”
Panzer Elevator 
Installed to Increase 
Accessibility
Funding for the elevator was 
received  from the state of New 
Jersey in addition to an applied 
grant from the University. The eleva­
tor is costing $300,000 and will be 
placed in the rear entrance of the 
Panzer Building.
“I think the elevator will be an 
asset to Panzer for handicap indi­
viduals, it will also help with injuries 
occurring upstairs,”;s,tgted Kelly 
Grady, an athlete and Physical Edu­
cation student. Expected comple­
tion of the elevator is November 
2002.
(Top) Expecting to be completed by November, the Panzer elevator is 
should assist physically disabled individuals. (Right) Construction for 
the elevator has been in the works since mid-summer. MIKE CAFARO /  THE MONTCLARION
By Jennifer Bender 
StaffW riter
In mid-summer of 2002, construc­
tion began for the addition of an ele­
vator to Panzer Gym. The installation 
of the elevator will allow the building 
to become handicap accessible.
"There previously was no elevator 
in'the building. The elevator will 
service the Panzer Building and dll 
those who use it,” stated Douglas 
Cooper, Director of Engineering and 
architectural Services.
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
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Continued from p. 1
“Not only do students now have 
access to this information sooner 
than when we [would have] mailed 
it to them, but it eliminates the 
potential problems of students not 
getting the information because 
of address changes, incorrect mail 
delivery, or just getting lost through 
the U.S. mail,” states DeBlasio.
The problem that some students 
face is that they do not have MSU 
email accounts and that is the only 
way students are being told about 
this new way of getting registration 
dates.
“I don’t have an MSU email 
account because I was told, when 
I tried to sign up for one on the 
computer, that my password is the 
same as my ISP address," said senior, 
psychology major, Christina Marin- 
aro.
“But, I don’t have an ISP address 
because I don’t have a computer 
on campus.”
In spite of all this, DeBlasio states 
that WESS priority registration was 
created with students' need for 
convenience in mind.
"‘Reporting done by Cesarina  
M iceli.
News October 10, 2002 • TheMontclarion
Honorary Degree Nominations 
Begin Circulating University
Advisory Committee Selected to Make Recommendations
By Lillian M. Aleman 
Hew sEditor
Beginning the initial steps to 
commend an individual, who has 
made an outstand­
ing contribution to 
the University or to 
higher education,
MSU has begun 
accepting nomina­
tions for a recipient 
of an Honorary 
Degree at the 2003 
Graduation Com­
mencement.
According to a 
memo sent by Presi­
dent Susan A. Cole, 
the criteria for a person who is nomi­
nated includes achieving, “a record 
of major distinction at the state 
or national level in areas such as 
education, sc ience , arts, public 
service, research, humanities, busi­
ness and the professions.
Under circumstances approved 
by the Board, honorary degrees may 
be awarded to persons who, though 
they have not achieved national or 
statewide recognition, have made 
an especially outstanding and sig­
nificant contribution to MSU or to 
higher education."
Nomination forms, which can 
be found af fhe SGA and The Mont- 
clarion offices, must include back­
ground information as per the Board 
of Trustees policy and must be sub­
president's office 
by October 24 in 
order to guaran­
tee full consider­
ation.
Once nom­
inations are 
received, an advi­
sory committee 
consisting of seven 
members of the 
MSU community, 
will compile and 
review the submit­
ted nominations 
and make recommendations to the 
to the president, who, in turn, will 
confidentially present the chosen 
candidates to the Board of Trustees.
The list submitted by the com­
mittee, composed of history profes­
sor Benjamin Lapp; management 
Michael Zey; Dean of the School 
of Arts, Jeffrey Newman; SGA repre­
sentative Joseph Foster; MSU Alumni 
Elaine Yaccarino; Director of Com­
munity Relations, Julie Adams and 
Executive Assistant to President Cole,
can include as many candidates as 
they see fit, but there is a maximum 
of two people who can receive the 
honor.
According to Greene, faculty, 
staff and alumni have consisted of 
the majority of nominations sent to 
the presidents office during previous 
years.
“Students are notorious for 
not submitting nominations,” said 
Greene.
“We are hoping this year enough 
students will be encouraged to par­
ticipate.”
The Board of Trustees makes the 
final decision as to who receives one 
of the five honorary degrees in spring 
semester.
The Doctor of Letters (Litt.D.j, 
Doctor of Laws (LL.D.), Doctor of 
Humanities or Human Letters (L.H.D.), 
Doctor of Sc ien ce , (SC.D), and 
Doctor of Fine Arts (D.F.A) are five of 
the honorary degrees that can be 
obtained by a nominee, depend­
ing on their contribution to MSU, 
higher education, or the stgte of 
New Jersey.
Previous recipients of the degree 
include legendary Yankee catcher 
Yogi Berra, Hollywood actor and MSU 
alumni Bruce Willis, and Governor 
James E. McGreevey.
66 S t u d e n t s  a r e
NOTORIOUS FOR NOT 
SUBMITTING 
NOMINATIONS. 99
Executive Assistant to the
mitted to the
President
Author of Awakenings, 
A t First Sight, The Man 
Who Mistook His Wife 
fa  a  Hat, and Unde 
Tungsten: Memories of 
a Chemical Boyhood
The Margaret &  Herman Sokol Science Lectures
Journey Into Wonder: 
Reflections on a Chemical Boyhood
by Oliver Sacks
Wednesday, October 16 at 8 pjn.
Memorial Auditorium 
Admission: $10 (includes parking)
Tickets are required. 973-655-5112
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a difficult year or doing badly in some 
courses freshman year because 
they were under-prepared in high 
school."
As such, MSU 
offers a supplemen­
tal program that 
helps those students 
who are close to 
attaining a 2.75 GPA 
to raise their grade.
Cutler believes 
the Board of Edu­
cation’s proposal is 
really set to change 
the standard for | 
“ a lte rn ate-ro u te ” 
candidates, a state program that 
provides individuals who don’t hold 
a teacher-education certificate, but 
do have another baccalaureate 
degree, a way to obtain certifica­
tion.
Prior to the raising of the standard
by Whitman, there was no minimum 
GPA requirement for such candi­
dates.
The raising of the standard in 
2000 to 2.75 cre­
ated the same 
standard for these 
candidates.
Many students 
within MSU’s 
t e a c h e r - e d u ­
cation program 
agree with Cutler’s 
stance on main­
taining the 2.75 
GPA requirement. 
“ No w a da y s ,  
we have too many teachers who 
can ’t teach well," said sophomore 
Jeana Ambroise, who is in MSU’s 
teacher-education program.
“I know it’s difficult, especially 
with students here that work full time 
and go to school full time. But, I did
66 T h e  b e s t
EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS DON’T 
REQUIRE ONLY A 2 .5  
GPA. 99
- / A a b  Beth CSut/er, 
Dean of the School of 
Education and Human 
Services
Report Card
Teacher Education Program GPA Requirements for 
Colleges and Universities
School 2.5 2.75 2.8 3.G
Westchester 
University Pennslyvania y
Ramapo College, 
New Jersey y
College of 
New Jersey y
Southwest 
State University y
W eber State 
University, Utah
Texas State University y
Rutgers University y
Montclair State 
University y
E arn  $ 1 5 - $ 2 0  
P er  H o u r
• L o ca ted  right o f f  cam pus  
• Y ou p ick  you r o w n  sch ed u le  
• W ork w ith  you r friends
L ittle W ork =  B ig  M on ey
C all G reg  
@ 9 7 3 -2 7 5 -1 1 8 8
that last semester and got a 3.2. If 
you want to be a teacher, you have 
to have the motivation, and I know 
that if the requirement was even a 
3.5, I would do everything I could 
and make sure I got that.”
Fellow student Ashley Biondi, a 
freshman in the teacher-education 
program agrees.
"In order to be a teacher, you 
need to be educated. I think the Uni­
versity should keep the GPA higher," 
said Biondi.
However, not all students agree 
with this. Ambroise stated that stu­
dents in her classes were upset about 
the situation.
“New Jersey doesn't have teach­
ers,” said freshman accounting major 
Amy Reiss.
“There needs to be some sort of 
change. I went to private school 
and there weren’t enough teachers 
to do their job. If there’s not enough 
teachers, you ’re not creating a 
higher standard."
T.  L
Small Class Size, Private Tutoring,
Online InstruM
State of the Art Online Reso^tFand 
The Most Up-TchDatf
Free Practice Tests and Adm/tm  Seminars,
Satisfa
! | ^ p i T are you
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Free & confidential services include:
• Pregnancy Tests & Options Counseling
• Pregnancy Confirmation via Ultrasound
• Relationship Counseling
• Medical & Housing Referrals
We can answer questions regarding:
• Morning-After Pill 
•RU-486
■ Pregnancy Termination 
•STDs
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All returning MSU students born after 1956 who are working 
towards a degree and who have not met the NJ Statutory 
Immunization Requirements now have an Immunization 
Registration Hold that will prevent any future registration . 
activity.
Newly admitted students who have not met the requirements by 
October 31st w ill have a registration hold placed on 11/1102.
Students are required to provide evidence of having:
A. Two Measles immunizations
B. One Rubella immunization
C. One Mumps immunization
all after the first year of age. The two Measles immunizations 
must be at least one month apart. Blood tests indicating 
immunity to each of these infections is also acceptable 
documentation of immunity.
Immunization Registration Holds can be removed immediately by 
submitting a ll of the required information.
A mailing has gone out to all students with Immunization 
Registration Holds and to newly admitted students who have not 
met these requirements. This mailing will explain what 
immunization information is required and where it should be 
submitted.
Students can check their immunization status by logging on to 
WESS as follows:
1. Go to the Quick Links Menu on the MSU Home Page 
2 Select Login to WESS
3. Log in using your nine digit student ID number and 
four digit personal ID number.
4. After logging in, select HOLDS under Student Records
i  I MONTCLAIR 
fST  STATE
a UI u n iv e r s it y
A Center Of Knowledge, Centered on You.
M H I
WELLNESS SERVICES
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A Saturday in Shining Arm or
about the dangers of cults and 
the things that they could do to a 
person’s mentality.
Father Stanley remarked, “What 
makes a cult dangerous is their 
unethical methods of recruiting 
people...they use a tot of pressure to 
get people...
They want to find out your weak­
nesses, your sins. They play with your 
guilt...They lie, manipulate, and pres­
sure people... They start to question 
your eternal salvation...
They use fear and guilt to break 
you down and you end up becom­
ing their pawn.”
After Father Stanley shared his 
See "CULT" on p. 12
Society for Creative Ancranism, consisting of MSU Medeival Society 
alumni, reinacts heavy weaponry, one o f many activities Saturday at 
M SU’s  Medieval Society’s  “A Day at the Faire.”
Extra - Curricular 
Clubs and... Cults ?
A Discussion Warns Students of 
Over Enthusiastic Recruiters
By Reginald Maclang 
StaffW riter
C ome and join our club!! We don't have a name yet, but we're a couple of students 
who are interested in getting a build­
ing relationship with God!! You're 
coming to the party tonight, right? 
It’ll be fun!!’’
These are typical words used by 
a recruiter for a cult.
The events in Waco, Texas con­
cerning a Davidian cult, and with 
the Fleaven's Gate cult have been 
well-documented in the news. Well, 
cults are rampant in college 
campuses, also!
The MSU Health 
andWellness Ser­
vices held a 
d i scuss i on  
titled “So 
You Think 
They Are 
Y o u r  
Friends? A 
Discussion 
About High 
P r e s s u r e  
Groups
Friends, Clubs,
& Cults” on Sep­
tember 30, from 
seven to nine p.m. in Ball­
room A of the Student Center.
Susan Skalsky, Director of Wellness 
Services, organized the discussion 
for students, alumni, and faculty of 
MSU.
There were a few parents in the 
crowd as well who were on the 
campus and had found out about 
the talk.
Wellness Services had also held 
this program in September of 2001.
“During the spring semester of 
2000, we [Skalsky and the artist 
who had done the advertising 
design work for the discussion] had 
heard about some cult activity on 
campus.
I had decided to 
develop a program for 
incoming students to make 
them aware of the risks,” 
stated Skalsky.
Skalsky had encoun­
tered cults on campuses 
before because of her work 
at Rutgers.
“I have personally had 
experience with similar 
high-pressure group behav­
ior but, immediately upon 
recognizing it, I rejected 
the group.”
She considers, “high- 
pressure groups of any sort, 
including cults, to be dan­
gerous organizations.
Any group that compels 
a person to give up 
their individuality 
and blend into 
the group is 
dangerous 
to indepen­
dent think­
ing.”
Featured  
g u e s t 
speakers in 
the cult 
d i scus s i on  
were Father 
Ronald Stanley, 
and Marisa, a
Catholic campus 
minister and director of 
Campus Ministry for 
Ramapo College of New 
Jersey, and a former cult 
member in the Rutgers- 
New Brunswick campus.
Skalsky had known 
Father Stanley through the Newman 
Catholic Center and invited him to 
share his knowledge of cults with 
MSU campus community.
Father Stanley enlightened his 
audience with his knowledge of 
what a cult is and the tactics that 
a cult uses in order to gain new 
members.
He warned those in attendance
JOHN SPARACIO/THE MONTCLARION
Assertive? Aggressive? Know Who You Are
When Responding to Sexual Abuse, Which Corner Will You Run To?
By I nbol Kabanov 
Managing Editor
He's perfect in every single way; she’s exactly what you've been looking for. Well, except 
for one thing. The person you've 
been seeing is a bad kisser. How do 
you react?
“Biting their tongue: is that an 
aggressive response?” joked Rick 
Brown, the director of Student Lead­
ership Programs, in response to this 
question at last Thursday's Safety 
Over Silence: Assertiveness Training 
for Student Leaders.
The event was the last in the 
Sexual Assault and Violence Ended 
week (S.A.V.E. week).
While the mood was cheerful 
and students and staff joked about 
their aggressive or passive responses 
to seemingly harmless situations, a 
message regarding safety in a physi­
cally or sexually abusive situation was 
the underlying theme; a topic that
was never directly discussed.
“ It’s important to express and 
know your tendencies in responding 
to any situation, not only that of 
physical abuse.
In some sexual harassment situa­
tions, asserting one's self can help,” 
said Director of the Women's Center, 
Esmilda Abreu. .
The event was lead by Emily 
Sommerman, a staff psychologist at 
MSU’s Counseling and Psychologial 
Services (CAPS) and Heather Oakes, 
the program coordinator for the
Women's Center.
The latter two departments and 
Student Leadership Programs spon­
sored the Assertiveness Training for 
Student Leaders.
The event began as Sommer­
man discussed with the group, com­
prised of both MSU students and 
those from other universities, the 
definitions of four types of responses 
to a situation of conflict.
These responses were assertive- 
ness, passiveness, aggression, and 
See "ASSERTIVENESS" on p. 12
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Libras are romantic, and quick to 
fall in love. They are indecisive 
and particular, but quick to  resolve 
conflicts.
Brace yourself and  prepare 
for battle.
An unexpected turn of events 
is com ing  your w a y  an d  you 
must learn to keep a  cool 
head .
Peop le tend to follow your 
lead  so lead  them well and  In 
the right direction.
Things ch an g e  and so do 
people.
Time to let go of the things 
yo u 've  been  holding on to so 
dearly and  part from the d ead  
w e ig h t y o u ’ve  b een  ca rry ing  
around for so long.
Lately, you 've  been having 
problems opening up to others 
and  that’s not cool.
Stop  d riv ing  p e o p le  a w a y  
because  of your insecurities.
Tiflrtis
% il 20-% 20
Peop le  a re  requesting your 
help, yet you are hesitant to help 
out. Why are you creating such 
a  dilem m a for yourself by think­
ing abo ut w hether you should 
or shouldn’t?
From the g et go you knew  
whether you w anted  to or not, 
so stop pretending like you don’t 
know w hat you want.
Be c o n fid e n t , a n d  stop 
doubting yourself.
G o after the things you want, 
and  learn to say w hat you feel 
in a  constructive w ay.
There is so m uch of you that 
has yet to be heard, vo ice  your 
thoughts and people will 
listen.
Stop procrastinating  and  
do n ’t let your problems stack up 
one on top of the other.
Be responsible and organize 
yourself before things get worse.
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* Road Scholar College Tour, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
SC  Quad
* Yoga, 12-1 p.m. Russ Hall Kops Lounge
* The Brotherhood, 2 p.m. SC  411
* S.O .S. Training, 2-3 p.m. SC  419
* Body Sculpting, 5-5:30 p.m. Freeman Hall
~TtiOAAd!ay I O
* Resume Workshop, 5:30-7 p.m. MO 334
* Kickboxing, 5:30-6:30 p.m. Freeman Hall
* Class One Concert, 7 p.m. SC  Cafe
* A .S.S .I.S .T . Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.-2 a.m. SC  Ratt
* National Coming Out Day
* Road Scholar College Tour, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. SC  Quad
* Kickboxing, 12-1 p.m. Freeman Hall
*Yoga & Relaxation w/ Women’s Center, 1-2 p.m. SC  419
* Recreation Board Meeting, 2-4 p.m. SC  Cafe B
I I
* Paintball Skirmish, 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Jim Thorpe, Panzer Gym
* Tango Mundo, 7:30 p.m. Memorial Auditorium
* Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge
* Open House Program, 12-4 p.m. Admissions Office
* Mass, 6:30 p.m. The Newman Center
^ O M a a5f I 3
* Psychic Fair, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. SC  Cafe C
* The Brotherhood, 12 p.m. SC  Ballrooms
* Homecoming Concert, 12-2 p.m. SC  Ratt
* Yoga & Relaxation w/ Women’s Center, 
1-2 p.m. SC  419
* Resume Workshop, 3-4:30 p.m. MO 334
* KTU Campus Invasion, 12-2 p.m. SC  Quad
* Alchohol 101, 2:30 p.m. SC  419
* L.A.S.O. General Membership, 3:30 p.m. SC  Cafe C
* Water Watch Interest Meeting, 4 p.m.
SC  Commuter Lounge
•Yoga, 4-5 p.m. Freeman Hall
* Getting Into Grad School, 10 a.m. MO 334
* Step, 12-1 p.m. Russ Hall Kops Lounge
* Self-Defense Workshop, 1 p.m. SC  419
* Class One Concerts, 3:30 p.m. SC  117 
WMM: Aimee & Jaguar, German Movie, 
5-7 p.m. SC  417
^Tfl& A/^au I 4
* Intro to SIGH , 4:30-5 p.m. MO 318^
*Yoga, 5:15-6 p.m. Freeman Hall
* King and Queen Pageant,
7-10 p.m. SC  Ballrooms
* S.P.E.C.T.R.U .M .S., 8 p.m. SC  417
~TozA(Haa I 5
* Street Smart Self Defense, 5-7 p.m. ^
Russ Hall Kops Lounge
* Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
The Newman Center
* Foam Party, 8 p.m.-12 a.m. SC  Ballrooms
HJzdlA/aAcIlau f (5
* Yoga II, 5:30-6:30 p.m. Freeman Hall ^
* Voices’ Acapella Meeting, 6:30 p.m. SC  Cafe B
* Shidokan Karate, 8-9 p.m. Panzer Gym 6
* Bonfire/Pep Rally, 8:30-11:30 p.m. Lot 25
Stop drifting off so m uch. 
You're so e a g e r to try and  do 
everything!
Slow down and  try to finish the 
things y o u ’ve  a lre a d y  started  
in stead  of a b a n d o n in g  them  
and picking them up again  later. 
Control Yourself.
A stroke of luck m ay be head­
ing your w ay  pretty soon.
So, take some ch an ces and 
gam ble a  little, you ’ll be surprised 
with the outcom e.
Start to invest a  little more 
time in the little things that m ake 
you smile.
Sometimes people forget how 
im portant those little moments 
are , but not you.
Em b race  them  an d  under­
stand their im portance.
You posses the ability to make 
peop le feel really good about 
themselves.
Spread your laughter and  joy 
around to everybody.
You know some of them really 
need it.
jbraJ^ P^  22-0cf. 22
Som etim es peo p le  try their 
best to m ake things harder for 
you, but you know how to keep 
your h e a d  up an d  your mind 
strong.
You’re not far from reaching 
your main goals.
Surround yourself with posi­
tive vibes and  take a  minute to 
ap p rec ia te  all the good things 
in your life that m ake  it worth 
living.
C e le b ra te  all your victories 
and be happy that you ’re alive.
¡¡g
È Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Know the Facts
Yearly, 40,200
women are expected 
to die from this 
disease. Only lung 
cancer accounts for 
more cancer deaths 
in women. —
Approximately five to ten per­
cent of breast cancer cases. 
result from inherited muta­
tions in breast cancer sus­
ceptibility genes. It is not 
yet possible to predict if or 
when women who carry these 
particular genes will develop 
breast cancer.
On average, 
mammography 
wiCC detect 
aSout 90 per­
cent o f the 
ôreast cancers 
in women with-
Black women m m * *
under the age of 111 iiiii M H il r  ^  ü  m hÊfa^ mÈÈÈÈÈÊm
40 have a higher 
chance of breast
cancer than do |  i f d f l p  , m
white women. . J r
White women wsmÊËÊÊËÊÊÈÊmj S lil ï i
over the age of ■ i  _  v  \
40 have a higher
chance than do
black women.
Seventy-seven m È Ê È È Ê
There is no 
current evidence 
that shows an 
association 
between either 
under-wire bras 
or antiperspi- 
rants and breast 
cancer.
percent o f new Death rates in
cases and84 percent the 1990's
o f 6reast cancer deaths decreased .1
reported occur in women Percer|t per
ages SO andohder. e^a r *nwomen under
Currently, a woman 50 due to 
living in the United States improvements 
has a 12.5 percent (or one in treatments
in eight) lifetime risk of ar|d mammog-
, , . , ; raphyscreen-developine breast cancer. . ^ 6 ing.
About 1,500 cases and 
400 deaths from 
breast cancer occur 
yearly among men, 
accounting for about 
one percent of all
breast cancers.
Factors such as alcohol consumption, 
use of postmenopausal hormones, and 
obesity after menopause are modifiable 
to an increased risk of breast cancer.
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but you need 
just one shot on time every 3 months to stay pregnancy- 
protected. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera isn't your 
every day birth control.
Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect vou from 
HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Some women using Depo-Provera experience side 
effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting.
Many women stop having periods altogether after a few 
months and some may experience a slight weight gain. 
You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, 
if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a 
history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver 
disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a 
possible decrease in bone density. Ask your health care 
professional about prescription Depo-Provera.
See what D epo-Provera  is all about. 
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or 
visit D epo-Provera.oofv> .
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passive aggression.
Through mutual agreement 
within the group, the following defini­
tions were concluded:
Assertiveness was defined as 
communicating one's point-of-view 
as a method of attaining ones goal. 
Passiveness was agreed upon as an 
idle response in which one does not 
express their feelings and, in turn, is 
"walked all over.” Aggressiveness 
was seen as a selfish bullying method 
of over-communicating one’s point- 
of-you. Finally, passive aggression 
was determined 
as a manipula­
tive and under­
handed way of 
getting ones way 
by avoiding con­
flict.
A further dis­
cussion of the 
use of passive 
aggression pro­
gressed.
“Who is more 
passive aggres­
sive, men or 
women?” asked Oakes of those in 
attendance, whose raise of hands 
for either group indicated an equal 
split between both sides.
"Traditionally, women are per­
ceived as such, and I think it’s impor­
tant to think: is this true? If so, why? If 
not, then why is this the perception?" 
she explained without answering the 
inquiry, allowing those in attendance 
to reach a personal conclusion.
Following the discussion, Oakes
lead the group to notice signs 
indicating "aggressive," “passive," 
“assertive” and “passive aggressive" 
that marked four different areas in 
the room. As Oakes read off differ­
ent imaginary situations, students 
and staff rushed to the sign that best 
defined them.
Questions ranged from “How 
would you handle yourself if you 
think you received a grade in a class 
that was lower than you deserved?”, 
to "How you would respond if your 
parents informed you that they will 
not be paying your 
tuition next semes­
ter because they 
want to go on a 
cruise?”
Voices chimed 
eagerly with 
responses to these 
questions, anxious 
to support the rea­
soning behind their 
replies.
“I wouldn't care if 
my friend was late,” 
said Katie Wojtal of 
Cook College, part of Rutgers Uni­
versity, in response to the question 
of what you would do if your friend, 
who was supposed to drive you to 
an interview, were late by half an 
hour.
“I’m late all the time. Whatever. 
You're late, you’re late. It hap­
pens.”
On the other hand, Kelly Garland 
of William Patterson, whom Wojtal 
was accompanying to the event,
stood beneath the aggressive sign 
on this issue, saying "I’m a time freak. 
If you're late even ten minutes, I'll 
make it quite clear that I’m upset."
While some individuals cited 
culture and background as their 
reasoning for their responses, others 
mentioned other influences or ratio­
nalizations. Some explanations were 
logic based, others were gut reac­
tions or instincts.
Whatever the rationales, it was
wisdom, he introduced Marisa. She 
had been in a cult for most of her 
college life.
She recounted the things that she 
had done in the cult that was known 
as ICC (International Churches of 
Christ).
“If you leave this group, you’ll go 
to hell... It’s like one way with the 
group, the other way with my family. 
It was like a  split personality...they put 
your feelings on hold," she said.
The Wellness Center created a 
brochure for the Montclair com ­
munity in order to shed some light on 
this topic that has been sweeping 
college campuses nationwide.
Titled the same as the discussion, 
it contains vital information that is 
necessary for a person to distinguish 
whether or not an organization is a 
cult and when they would approach 
a person.
They recommend people to do 
the following in order to protect 
themselves if they are confronted 
with a cult:
1. Find out new religious groups
clear that there was no one response 
to a situation; every conflict may be 
dealt with in different ways.
The importance of one’s response 
lies in that it does not emerge from 
fear of conflict or of embarrassment. 
The importance in the appropriate 
response is safety.
"Seventy-four percent of sexual 
abuse cases go unreported every 
year," said Abreu, “Sometimes, it 
takes just a ‘no’ to increase a sense
from your church or synagogue back 
home.
2. Don’t be afraid to ask ques­
tions!
3. Be skeptical!
4. Don’t accept evasive 
answers!
5. Don’t be afraid to take a 
stand.
6. Learn to say “NO.”
7. Examine yourself: are you vul­
nerable?
8. Check out a meeting before 
you go to it.
Make sure you understand what 
it's all about in advance.
A person can become easy prey 
to high-pressure recruiters if they do 
nothing to overcome feelings of fear, 
hurt, and loneliness.
Knowledge is power. In this case, 
the more knowledge one has, the 
better it is for that person to get away 
from being preyed on by cults.
Be wary of messages that groups 
use in recruiting, and be careful how 
you respond.
66  T r a d it io n a l l y ,
WOMEN ARE PERCEIVED 
AS [MORE PASSIVE 
AGGRESSIVE THAN 
M EN].??
-Hectfh&r Oa/<&s, 
W o m & n  's  C Z j& n t& r
C u l t
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B>irtK oorvtrol you -tR'ink asou-t jus-t 4- x a yearC ontraceptive In jection
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
D E P O - P R O V E R A "  Contraceptive Injection 
(m edroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
T h is  p ro d u c t is  in ten d e d  to  p re v e n t p re g n a n cy . It  d o e s  n o t p ro te c t  a g a in s t  H IV  
in fe c tio n  (A ID S ) a n d  o th e r  s e x u a lly  t ra n sm itte d  d is e a s e s .
W h a t is  D E P O - P R O V E R A  C o n tra c e p t iv e  In je c t io n ?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is a form o f birth control that is given as an 
intramuscular injection (a shot) in the buttock o r upper arm once every 3 months (13 weeks). To 
continue your contraceptive protection, you must return for your next injection promptly at the 
end o f 3 months (13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a 
chemical similar to  (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced 
by your ovaries during the second half o f your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by 
preventing your egg cells from ripening. If an egg is not released from the ovaries during your 
menstrual cycle, it cannot become fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy. D EPO -PRO VtRA  
also causes changes in the lining o f your uterus that make it less likely for pregnancy to  occur 
H o w  e ffe ctive  is  D E P O - P R O V E R A  C o n tra c e p t iv e  In jectio n?
The efficacy o f D EPO -PRO VERA  Contraceptive Injection depends on following the 
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot o f D EPO-PROVERA 
Contraceptive Injection?"). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get 
D EPO -PRO VERA  Contraceptive Injection, your first injection must be given O N L Y  during 
the first 5 days of a normal menstrual period; O N L Y  within the first 5 days after childbirth if not 
breast-feeding; and, if exclusively breast-feeding, O N L Y  at the sixth week after childbirth. It is a 
long-term injectable contraceptive when administered at 3-month (13-week) intervals. 
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it one o f the most reliable 
Methods o f birth control available. This means that the average annuaf pregnancy rate is less than 
one for every 100 women who use DEPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness o f most contraceptive 
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of 
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patient returning every 3 months (13 weeks).Tb.r 6er next? 
injection. Your hearth-care provider will "help' you c6rxip.#eJDEP0.-W OVERA-,wrtii.'othe^ 
Contraceptive methods and give you the information you need in order to  decide which 
contraceptive method is the nght choice for you.
The following table shows the percent o f women who got pregnant while using different kinds of 
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate o f pregnancy (the rate expected 
in women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy 
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to. use their birth control or 
because they did not follow the directions exactly).
Percent o f W omen Exp eriencing  an A ccid en ta l P regnancy 
in  the F irs t Year o f Continuous U se
M ethod
Lo w est
Expected Typ ical
DEPO-PROVERA 0.3 0.3
- implants (Norplant) 0.2* 0.2*
Female sterilization 0.2' 0.4
Male sterilization 0.1 0.15
Oral contraceptive (pill) y  ■
Combined |  1111
Progèstogen only 0.5
! IUD " 3 “ - '■
; Progestasert •20
Copper T 380A 0.8
Condom (without spermicide) 2 ; 12
Diaphragm (with spermicide) s 6 .18 '-
. Cervical cap •6 . 18 7
Withdrawal ' ' 4 I  É  -is m
1 Periodic abstinence ... T:-';. - 7 7 '' r U  1-9 , • - 20
Spermicide, alone . " .3 21
Vaginal Sponge
used before childbirth ’ 6 • : lif e !
used after childbirth ' 9 28 ■
1 No method 3 £ 85 85
Source: Trussell et al. Obstet Gynecol-. 199.0:76:558-567.
•From Norplant* package insert -
W h o  sh o u ld  n o t u s e  D E P O - P R O V E R A  C o n tra c e p t iv e  In je c t io n ?
Not' all women should use DEPO-PROVERA. You should not use DEPO-PROVERA if you have 
any of the following conditions:
• if you think you might be pregnant
• if you have any vaginal bleeding without a known rèason
• if you have had cancer o f the breast
• if you have had a stroke
• if you have o r have had blood dots (phlebitis) in your legs
• if you have problems with your liver o r liver disease
' • if you are allergic to  DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any o f its other 
. ingredients).
W h a t  o th e r  th in g s  sh o u ld  I c o n s id e r  b e fo re  u s in g  D E P O - P R O V E R A  
C o n tra c e p t iv e  In je c t io n ?
You will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes D EPO -PRO VERA  It is 
important to tell your health-care-provider if you have any o f the following:
• a family history o f breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules'or lumps, or 
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular o r scanty menstrual periods
• high blood pressure
• migraine headaches 
I  asthma
• epilepsy (convulsions o r seizures)
• diabetes o r a family history o f diabetes
• a history o f depression
• if you are taking any prescription o r over-the-counter medications
T h is  p ro d u c t i s  in ten d e d  to  p re v e n t p re g n a n cy . It  d o e s  n o t p ro te c t  a g a in s t  
t ra n s m is s io n  o f H IV  (A ID S ) a n d  o th e r  s e x u a lly  t ra n sm itte d  d is e a s e s  s u c h  a s  
ch la m y d ia , g en ita l h e rp e s , g en ita l w a r t s , g o n o rrh e a , h e p a tit is  B ,  a n d  s y p h il is .
W h a t if  I w a n t  to  b e c o m e  p re g n a n t a f te r  u s in g  D E P O - P R O V E R A  C o n tra c e p t iv e  
In je c t io n ?
Because DEPO-PRQVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last 
.Jnje^o/ijQE-its effect to  wear off.--Based on the results from a large study done in the United-States, 
-  for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to  become pregnant it is expected that 
about half o f those who become pregnant will do so in about 10 months after their last injection; 
about two thirds o f those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 83% of 
those who become pregnant will do so in about 15 months; and about 93% o f those who become 
pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last injection. The length o f time you use 
DEPO-PROVERA has no effect on how long it takesyou to become pregnant after you stop using it 
W h a t a re  th e  r is k s  o f u s in g  D E P O - P R O V E R A  C o n tra c e p t iv e  In je c t io n ?
I .Irregular Menstrual Bleeding
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use D EPO-PROVERA for 
contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the first -year o f using 
DEPO-PROVERA, you might have one o r more o f the following changes: irregular or 
unpredictable bleeding or spotting, an increase o r decrease in menstrual bleeding, o r no bleeding, 
at all. Unusually heavy o r continuous bleeding, however; is not a usual effect of DEPO-TROVERA; 
and if this happens, you should see your health-care provider right away. W ith continued use of 
DEPO-PROVERA, bleeding usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely. 
In clinical studies o f DEPO-PROVERA, 55% o f .the women studied reported no menstrual 
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I year o f use, and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual 
bleeding after 2 years o f use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA 
causes a resting state in your ovaries. W hen your ovaries do not release an egg monthly, the 
. regular monthly growth o f the lining o f your uterus does not occur and, therefore, the bleeding 
that comes with your normal menstruation does not take place. W hen you stop using 
DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual period will usually, in time, return to  its normal cycle.
2. Bone Mineral Changes
Use of DEPO-PROVERA may be associated with a decrease in the amount o f mineral stored in 
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate o f bone mineral. 
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use, but after that, it begins to  resemble the 
normal rate o f age-related bone mineral loss.
3. Cancer
Studies of.wom^n 'who hayeruse^cfi^rent forms o f contraception found that women who used 
, D EPO-PROVERA . for contraceptiohiTad no. increased overall risk o f developing cancer o f the 
brpast, ovary uterus, cervix; o r liver. H'owevef; women under 35 years o f age whose first exposure 
to "DEPO-PROVERA was within the-;previous 4 to 5 years may have a slightly increased risk of 
developing breast cancer similar fo/that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this with 
your health-care provider.
4. Unexpected Pregnancy."
Because DEPO-PROVERA is such an effective contraceptive method, the risk o f accidental 
pregnancy for women who get their shots regularly (every 3 months [13 weeks]) is very low. 
While there have been reports o f an increased risk o f low birth weight and neonatal infant death 
or other health problems in infants conceived close to  the time of injection, such pregnancies are 
uncommon. If you think you may have become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for 
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible.
5 Allergic Reactions
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and 
potentially life-threatening allergic reactions known as anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reactions. 
Symptoms include the sudden onset o f hives or swelling and itching o f the skin, breathing 
difficulties, and a drop in blood pressure.
6.0ther Risks
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk o f blood clots or 
stroke. Also, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin 
to  develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events, are rare, you should 
tell your health-care provider if you have any o f the problems listed in the next section.
W h a t s y m p to m s  m a y  s ig n a l p ro b le m s  w h ile  u s in g  D E P O - P R O V E R A  
C o n tra c e p t iv e  In je c t io n ?
Call your health-care provider immediately if any o f these problems occur following an injection 
o f DEPO-PROVERA
• sharp chest pain, coughing up o f blood, or sudden shortness o f breath (indicating a possible clot 
in the lung)
• sudden severe headache o r vomiting,- dizziness o r fainting, problems with your eyesight or 
' speech, weakness, o r numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain o r swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pain o r tenderness in the lower abdominal area
• persistent pain, pus, o r bleeding at the injection site
W h a t a re  tn e  p o s s ib le  s id e  e f fe c ts  o f D E P O - P R O V E R A  C o n tra c e p t iv e  In je c t io n ?
• I.Weight Gain
You may experience a weight gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of 
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trials reported a weight gain o f about 5 pounds 
during the first year o f use. You may continue to  gain weight after the first year. -Women in one 
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds over 
those 2 years, o r approximately 4 pounds per year Women who continued for 4 years gained an 
average total o f 13.8 pounds over those 4  years, o r approximately 3.5 pounds per year. Women 
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of 16.5 pounds over those 6 years, or 
approximately 2.75 pounds per year.
¿Other Side Effects , > £
In a .clinicaj. study of over 3:900' women wno used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some 
women reported 'the fofldwihg~effects that "may or may riot have been related to their use of 
DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding, amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal 
cramps, dizziness, weakness, o r fatigue,, decreased sexual. desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal 
discharge o r irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating, swelling of the hands or feet, 
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pain, no hair growth o r excessive hair loss, rash, hot 
flashes, and joint pain. O ther problems were reported by very few o f the women in the clinical 
trials, but some o f these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundice, urinary tract 
infections, allergic reactions, fainting, paralysis, osteoporosis, lack o f return to  fertility, deep vein 
thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, breast cancer; o r cervical cancer. If these o r any other problems 
occur during your use o f DEPO-PROVERA,-discuss them with your health-care provider.
S h o u ld  a n y  p re c a u t io n s  b e  fo llo w e d  d u r in g  u s e  o f D E P O - P R O V E R A  
C o n tra c e p t iv e  in je c t io n ?
/.Missed Periods
During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, o r your 
periods may stop completely If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injections 
regularly every 3 months (13 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant However; if you think 
that you may be pregnant, see your health-care provider.
2. Laboratory Test' Interactions
If you are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tell your health-care provider that you are using 
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception. Certain blood tests are affected by hormones such as 
DEPO-PROVERA.
3. Drug Interactions
Cytadren. (aminoglutethimide) is an anticancer drug that may significantly decrease- the 
effectiveness o f DEPO-PROVERA if the two drugs are given during the same time.
4. Nursing Mothers
Although DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to  the nursing infant in .the breast milk, no harmful 
effects have been found in these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from 
producing milk, so it can be used by nursing mothers. However; to minimize the amount of 
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to  the infant in the first weeks after birth, you should wait until 
6 weeks after childbirth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception.
H o w  o ften  d o  I g e t m y  sh o t  o f D E P O - P R O V E R A  C o n tra c e p t iv e  In je c t io n ?
The recommended dose o f D EPO-PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 months (13 weeks) given irifa 
single intramuscular injection in the buttock o r upper arm. To make sure that you are not pregnant 
at the time o f the first injection, it is essential that the injection be given O N L Y  during the first
5 days o f a normal menstrual period. If used following the delivery o f a child, the first injection;bf 
DEPO-PROVERA M U S T  be given within 5 days after childbirth if you are not breast-feeding be
6 weeks after childbirth if you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than 3 months 
(13 weeks) between injections, o r longer than 6 weeks after delivery, your health-care provider 
should determine that you are not pregnant before giving you your injection of DEPO-PROVERA.
R x  only - -CB-7£>
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Brand New Service to Midtown Manhattan
Now you can reach more destinations, more jobs, more shopping, more entertainment 
with more convenience and less hassle than ever! Why fight the traffic now that 
MidTOWN DIRECT-Montclair is here!
MidTOWN DIRECT-Montclair service operates between Montclair Heights Station and 
Penn Station New York from early morning until late evening, Monday through Friday.
Peak period service will also run to and from Hoboken Terminal with certain trains 
operating express between Montclair Heights and Newark Broad Street stations, 
plus you can use either MidTOWN DIRECT-Montclair or Hoboken-bound trains to 
reach Newark Broad Street Station.
Call 1-800-626-RIDE or visit our Website atwww.njxransn.com iui uumpieic 
schedule and fare information.
We care about your safety. Cross the tracks only at designated 
grade crossings and observe all warning signals. Taking “shortcuts” 
across the tracks may result in fatal injuries.
|y|TRANSIT^^
The Way To Go.
The Montclarion • p. 14
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Disco Lives on at MSU With ABBA Mania!
By Cristin Curry 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
The death of disco occurred after the early ‘80s and was caused by the backlash of rock and roll. 
Many ruffle-shlrted fans were sad­
dened by the demise of the 70s and 
feared letting go and embracing 
the dawn of a new era.
Two of the biggest selling artists 
during the 70s were The Bee Gees 
with their elusive Saturday Night 
Fever soundtrack and the Swedish 
pop quartet ABBA.
Since the downfall of disco, many 
had cast out the look and sound 
of the era as if it were a disease 
that was soon cured.
Bands as ABBA and 
the Bee Gees who 
were once topping 
the charts were now 
falling apart. It wasn't 
until recently that 
America began to 
re-embrace the 
music of the 70s.
Impersonators or 
tribute bands of such 
icons remain popu­
lar unfit this day. Ever since the hit film 
Muriel's Wedding in 1995 (directed by 
PJ. Hogan and starring Toni Colette) 
gave viewers a taste of whaf they 
had been missing for so long, people 
started to recall their love for Swedish 
pop music. The film featured a young 
woman (Colette) who was unsure 
of herself and escaped into a mysti­
cal land of ABBA songs, where she 
dreamt of her future wedding day.
Also, in 1999 the world premiere 
of Mamma Mia took off in London. 
The musical was created by two 
of the original members of ABBA, 
Bjorn Ulvaeus and Benny Anderson.
Producer Judy Cramer and 
executive producer Tim Rice also 
played major roles in realizing the 
dream of Bjorn and Benny, which was 
a musical featuring all ABBA music. 
The musical was and still remains a
smash hit.
MSU recently acknowledged the 
public’s love for ABBA by hosfing 
a perfQrmance by the Canadian 
based ABBA tribute band ABBA 
Mania. The show was held on Oct.4 
in the Memorial Auditorium. The 
performance also included an open­
ing act called Staying Alive, The 
Ultimate Bee Gees Tribute Band.
Each band came complete with 
fog machines, flashing lights, back­
up singers, and electric instruments. 
The Bee Gees had a rough start with 
some technical problems occurring 
with their microphones and some 
stumbling on the stage, but they 
managed to pull through.
They sang both familiar and unfa­
miliar Bee Gees tunes, such as “Stay­
ing Alive,” "Night Fever,” and “Jive 
Talking,” but they also did a few 
that were not so well known such 
as a Kenny Log- 
gins cover, which 
was a nice treat 
for some of the 
die-hard fans.
They were an 
interesting group 
of people to 
watch who seem 
to truly love doing 
Bee Gees covers, 
but perhaps their 
love also stems 
from their refusal to let the 70s die 
and move on with their musical 
careers. John Travolta managed to 
let go, and look how well the 70s 
treated him.
ABBA Mania cam e com plete 
with four look-alike singers of fhe 
original members of ABBA, Bjorn 
Ulvaeus, Benny Anderson, Agnetha 
Fultskog, and Anni-Frid-Lyngstad. 
They performed 21 of ABBA’s hits 
like “W aterloo,” “Mamma M ia,” 
“Fernand," “Super Trouper,” and 
“Dancing Queen." They also main­
tained ABBA's signature costume 
changes and choreography.
The sound was clear, the music 
was exact, and the performers could 
fool anyone. The target audience 
that night seemed to be a mix of 
60-year-olds and five-year-olds, and 
ABBA Mania made sure they all had
I
 €6  T h e  A u r a  o f
CHEESINESS THAT FILLED  
THE ROOM WAS TOO 
MUCH FOR THE AVERAGE 
TEENAGER OR YOUNG 
ADULT TO HANDLE. 99
Behold Red Dragon
By W arren Eth 
StaffW riter
H ollywood is notorious for exploit­ing the achievements of any successful film. One of the chief 
tools of exploitation is the dreaded 
sequel. A successful, high grossing 
box office smash, in Hollywood,
means think about a sequel.
Usually a sequel will be hack­
neyed, banal and reek of rehashed 
lines from the first film (think MIB 
II). However, rarely a sequel will 
emerge that holds credence and 
can withstand the scrutiny of the 
critics. Hannibal, the continuation 
to The Silence of the Lambs, is an 
example of a sequel that managed 
to avoid the norm and rise up as 
a successful film. Now, with the 
production of Red Dragon we see 
that even a prequal can surpass 
typical exploitation and produce a 
quality film, rather than a repeat of 
the original.
The epitome of a successful, well-
See "RED DRAGON" on p. 16
a great time.
Each member, except look alike 
Benny, who was busy playing the 
keyboard and looking as goofy as 
possible, took a turn going out into 
the crowd and either dancing with or 
serenading a member of the audi­
ence. Most of the older generation 
that inhibited the audience were 
singing along and dancing in their 
seats, waiting with anticipation for 
the surprise of the next hit.
The aura of cheesiness that filled 
the room was too much for the aver­
age teenager or young adult to 
handle. Many who were dragged 
to the show with their grandparents 
walked out halfway through.
The embarrassment of watching 
their elders dance and sing to “Do 
I Do I Do I Do I” was not the most 
exciting way to spend a Friday night, 
but for what it was worth the target 
audience did seem to enjoy it very 
much.
The singers of ABBA Mania were 
very talented, especially the Anni-Frid 
and Agnetha impersonators. Both 
gave tremendous performances as 
entertainers and were very impres­
sive vocalists as well.
It starts to make one wonder 
why such talented musicians would 
waste their time as a cover band 
and not move on to bigger and 
better things.
Do we really need another ABBA 
tribute band? There must be thou­
sands of them by now, but the 
people love ABBA and performers
PHOTO COURTESY OF PUBLIC INFORMATION
The four members ABBA Mania a 
tribute band to the original ABBA.
such as ABBA Mania do too, and 
it shows.
No matter how strange or corny 
the flashy costumes, happy-go-lucky 
iyrics, and laser lights may seem, 
there will always be an apprecia­
tion for Swedish pop music and 
the dance beat of the disco era in 
European nightclubs, discotheques, 
and gay clubs throughout the English 
speaking world, and ABBA Mania will 
be there to see it through.
—  y n sWMSQ
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Nothing but Clear 
Skies and ‘Sunny Days’ 
For Igby Goes Down
By Melinda Smith 
Chief Copy Editor
Igby G oes Down
Burr Steers 
U nited  A r t ist s  F ilm
It's the beginning of October and w e’re heading towards those bleak days of winter, most likely wishing for 
a sunny day. That’s all Igby Slocumb 
wants. This is quite apparent when 
he states, “I’m going to California, I 
need a f-ing  sunny day."
Igby Goes Down was written and 
directed by Burr Steers. Kieran Culkin 
stars in the film as the title character, 
Igby Slocumb, a 17-year-old, rebel­
lious boy from a well-to-do family with 
their own high-class issues.
First, there is his mother (Susan 
Sarandon), whom he refers to as 
simply Mimi, “because heinous one 
sounds a bit cumbersome." Mimi is 
on so many prescription drugs that 
it's a wonder she can stand. She's a
doll to live with as Igby’s father, Jason 
(Bill Pullman), found out.
Igby has the most in common with 
his father. Jason is schizophrenic and 
by this point in Igby's life, is spending 
all his time in a mental hospital. When 
asked what his father wanted out 
of life, Igby responds with, “sunny 
days.” Igby is like his father in this 
way; they’re both just looking for the 
sun, looking for a reason fo wake 
up in the morning, a reason to look 
up.
Ryan Phillippe plays Igby’s brother, 
Oily, the young republican, attending 
Columbia University. He's almost like 
the understudy for his father. Once 
his dad gets sick, it’s his job to “be 
a good big brother" and make sure 
Igby stays out of trouble.
You can almost feel sorry for him; 
as accomplished as he is, he’ll always 
have a little brother named Igby. 
Jeff Goldblum plays D.H., Igby's 
godfather, an incredibly successful 
businessman who believes he should 
be happy, so he is.
And what man wouldn’t be 
happy being married to one woman
See "IGBY” on p.17
Thi/ Week in entertainment J
TvH M M M v nembers have joined NBC's “Saturday Night 
Eive '"^ ^P|^ M |y of its new season. The new members, Fred 
A m |i^ JH H M F o rte , will be replacing longtime cast members 
Gasteyer. Armisen has worked on other 
C ^ H H k a s  “Late Night" with Conan O’Brien, HBO’s 
m usicijj^ M PSPPH *and “HBO Zone." Forte comes from L.A.’s 
improv^MPp, The Groundlings, a troupe that gave SNL cast 
membeWuch as Chris Kattan, Chris Parnell, and Maya Rudolph. 
He also wrote for David Letterman’s‘"Late Show” and has been 
a television producer.
Music
David Bowie brought his glam-rock persona Ziggy Stardust out 
of his 29-year retirement for a brief tribut^jyjrtfe5-year-old Bowie 
became Ziggy Stardust for two songs H K h i s  London show 
at the Carling Apollo, previously kn o jf lH H p ^  Hammersmith 
Odeon, where Bowie originally burieanSnter-ego on July 3, 
1973. On Wednesday, Bowie went back rt time to 1973 and 
performed “Ziggy Stardust" and “Monnage Daydream" again. 
There to witness the event was Boy George, producer Brian Eno, 
and Queen drummer Roger Taylor.
Movies
Quentin Tarentino's upcoming feature Kill Bill is already in the 
works to become a new action video game. The director signed 
a deal with Vivendi Universal’s Black Label Games. They plan 
to releaaWthe game with the home video and DVD version 
oftt^ n^^ kCo-m arketer Miramax and Black Label will cross- 
pRSi^aroM^^^her's products. The debut of the game will 
2004 and the film is set to debut in theatres 
one jflHHHPFhis month.
Compiled by Cnifin Curry from cnn.com
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Red Dragon
Continued from p. 14
crafted  sequel is, of course, The 
Godfather: Parts H and III. However, 
Hollywood has another tool to build 
on the success of a master film, the 
prequel.
This is a rarely used exploitative tool 
because the script and characters 
must not only be expertly scribed, 
but be of an existing prior screenplay 
or novel. Part one must already have 
been crafted, and for some reason 
part two was chosen to be filmed 
first.
In the land of prequels, it is ideal 
to have the material available rather 
than to write it from scratch, ad hoc, 
like a sequel.
Thus is the case with Red Dragon, 
a prequel to 1991 ’s The Silence of the 
Lambs. The first film shot (The Silence 
of the Lambs), in reality the second 
in a series of novels by Thomas 
Harris, was a runaway success, and 
earned Anthony Hopkins an Acad­
emy Award.
The movie moguls that own the 
silver screen wanted to build on the 
success of The Silence of the Lambs, 
and make a sequel.
Luckily, Harris, the brain behind 
the characters, had written three 
books in chronological order: Red 
Dragon, The Silence of the Lambs 
and Hannibal.
The powers that be, decided to 
move forward and create a sequel, 
as opposed to a prequel, and in 2001 
Hannibal was released.
Hannibal was a success. However, 
the sequel could have been more 
lucrative if the original character, 
Agent Starling, had been played by 
the same actor in the sequel (Jodie 
Foster, who declined to participate in 
Hannibal, was replaced by Julianne 
Moore). Also, the cinematographic 
style of director Ridley Scott (Gladia­
tor) was under appreciated and did 
not mesh well with audiences.
However, because of the suc­
cess, problems not withstanding, the 
powers that be decided to create 
a film based on the only remaining 
book of the series, Red Dragon, and 
spare no expense.
Since Red Dragon .was the first 
book in chronological order, an ideal 
prequel was ava ilab le . Universal 
Pictures jumped at the idea, and 
used what they learned from Han­
nibal to be the importance of synced 
characters and a director better 
suited to the task. Red Dragon got 
the green light.
Red Dragon is a fantastic achieve­
ment, and perhaps even equals its 
sequel. The Silence of the Lambs. In 
Red Dragon, the public gets a superb 
cast and talented director.
The film is directed by Brett Ratner, 
a capable director, but more impor­
tantly, it is the cast that provides the 
brilliance and allows the film to be 
truly spectacular. Red Dragon stars 
Anthony Hopkins, Edward Norton and 
Ralph Fiennes, all acting icons.
The film shows the creation of Dr. 
Lecter (Hopkins), and how and why 
the FBI used him as q profiler in Silence 
of the Lambs.
In Red Dragon, Dr. Lecter, a  brilliant 
forensic psychiatrist, is a  consultant 
for the FBI, more specifically. Special 
Agent Will G raham  (Norton). Dr. 
Lector and Will are woridng on profil­
ing a particularly heinous serial killer, 
who is also a cannibal.
Events occur and a new, fero­
cious serial killer emerges. This killer, 
Francis Dolarhyde (Fiennes) is ruthless,
brutal and proving impossible to 
track.
Dolarhyde is schizophrenically 
subservient to the red dragon. In 
reality, the red dragon is a character 
from The Book of Revelations, whose 
likeness was then painted by master 
artist William Blake. Revelations, 12:3, 
states "Behold, a great red dragon, 
having seven heads and ten horns, 
and on his heads seven crowns.”
The red dragon, in The Book of 
Revelations, is Beelzebub, or Satan. 
Obviously, if Dolarhyde is subservient
to the red dragon, he is a danger­
ous man, without remorse or pity. 
Dolarhyde seeks to “become" the 
red dragon, and even sports an 
elaborate tattoo on his back, akin to 
the design painted by Blake.
For Will, this is a man he must 
subdue, for reasons I shall not relay, 
and he will need to consult with a 
madman to aid his investigation.
The film is brilliantly executed, the 
actors all deliver Academy Award 
worthy performances, and the plot 
is superb.
Fiennes, who plays Dolarhyde, 
is magnificent and adds a special- 
credibility to the monster he portrays. 
One caveat, the film is horribly violent 
and filled with disturbing images, 
ideas and situations.
It’s not a family film, and those 
who are sensitive to violence and 
gore should shy aw ay from Red  
Dragon.
However, for those who can tol­
erate the m acabre images, Red  
Dragon is a must see film, well worthy 
of its four and a half star rating.
ju f ij| pfl
N o w  yo u  h a v e  a b etter cho ice fo r  
Local Phone S e rv ice .
Political Science Majors ¡11
Debate Team eocaptatns
Both get elected to congres«.
uâm. m
They always vote for AT&T.
■
II
Live off-campus and need local phone service?
Call AT&T at 1 866 8 4 6 -4 1 6 3 , ext. 28755  to establish 
AT&T Local Phone Service.* You'll get unlimited local calling from home pjus 
Caller ID with Name arid a choice of tw o additional calling features!1
Already have local phone service?
It's easy to sign up for AT&T Local Phone Service and there's no switching fee!
AT&T College Communications
youe c/uHCt,. youe uMvUd. youA voice. AT&T
Local Phone Service- Long Distance- Calling  Features
*AT&T Local Service is not available in all areas. A per-line access fee(FCC Line Charge), Universal Connectivity Charge and other charges apply. 
11f you select Caller ID, equipment-is required. All features not available in alt areas and some features may not be compatible with each other.
© 2002 AT&T. All Rights Reserved.
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F.O. The Smack Magnet 
P ik e r
Comedy Set from Eric the Barback
igby
Continued from p. 15
and dating a dancer named Rachel 
played by Amanda Peet. Rachel 
Is the perfect woman for D.H. as 
she is a heroin addief and they are 
both oblivious to each other’s “real” 
lives.
Igby has been kicked out of every 
school on the East Coast and his 
mother is fed up so she sends him to 
military school.
After a break, Igby decides he’s 
not going to return and steals his 
mother's credit card to rent a hotel 
and some of her precious pills to 
forget about the world. He's eventu­
ally caught when the hotel calls his 
mother about her credit card. She 
sends one of the military officers to 
get him and because he Is high, he Is 
sent to a drug-rehabilitation center. 
Once he gets out It is time to go work 
for D.H. and hang out at his house In 
the Hamptons on weekends.
After all the drama that igby 
encounters Os a member of the 
Slocumb family, he is in need of 
a distraction to take his mind off 
of things. That’s where Sookie Sap- 
perstein (Claire Danes) comes in.
Igby first meets Sookie at D.H.'s 
house in the Hamptons where she 
is part of the catering crew. They 
don't hit it off too well at first, but you 
can tell they share a common bond.
Igby Is all too witty In his response 
to Sookie's inquiry about his name; 
"It's a name that someone named 
Sookie Sappersteln is In no position 
to question."
The audience can tell that he 
likes Sookie, but he's not Inclined to 
make her aware of this. The party
comes to an end, but of course that 
Isn't the last the two will see of each 
other.
One day, Sookie runs Into Igby on 
the streets of New York City. From 
then on, they are almost inseparable. 
They become friends and soon after 
lovers.
Sookie is Igby's sunny day In some 
respects. She gives him hope that 
maybe he won’t always be, as he 
would say, "drowning In a -  holes.”
Igby is on an adventure looking 
for something, trying to make sense 
of his life. He has never fit in with any 
of his family, except for his father, 
and now his father who Is now in an 
institution.
He’s lost and this movie Is his path 
to finding his way. Culkin does a 
stunning job of depicting the life of an 
outcast seeking to be accepted.
This movie is made up of an 
ensemble cast, all of which do a 
remarkable job of bringing the plot 
to life.
Sarandan Is the perfect balance 
of a cold, but loving mother. Phil- 
lippe’s acting is reminisent of his role 
in Cruel Intentions, the seemingly 
heartless, snobby guy that surprises 
us with a showing of true emotion.
Claire Danes doesn’t disappoint 
In her first film since going away to 
Yale University. She's come a long 
way since Angela on “My So-Called 
Life."
And Kieran Culkin jumps onto the 
screen with a burst of talent that 
Is soon to spread. But who could 
expect less from a Culkin kid? He’s 
got that neglected child thing down 
pat.
Thursday, October 10
Brett Favre 1969 
Jack ie  Bravo 1983 
Stella Bravo 1983
Friday, October 11
Eleanor Roosevelt 1884 
Steve Young 1961 
Joan C usack 1962 
Rosa E. Hidalgo 1962
Saturday, October 12
Alice Childress 1916 
Luciano Pavarotti 1935 
Chris W allace 1947 
Hugh Jackm an  1968 
Cristie Kerr 1977
Sunday, October 13
Paul Simon 1941 
Sammy Haggar 1948 
Rob Schneider 1965 
Tisha Cam pbell 1968
M onday, October 14
Dwight Eisenhower 1890 
Ralph Lauren 1939 
E.E. Cummings 1971
Tuesday, October 15
Sarah Ferguson 1959 
Ginuwine 1970
W eil nesday, October 16
O scar Wilde 1854 
Flea 1962
Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? What else says 
“Happy Birthday” (on a very limited budget) better than getting your 
friend's name in the paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday 
kid's full name and year of birth at least a week before the date and let 
them know you really care., even though you may be really poor.
mHow Low Should They Go?
What University problems would 
you go to Dean Harris with?
“I would go to him if there was 
a problem in the communication 
between the students and the 
administration... [and] for advice 
in a situation where I might have 
been discriminated against in 
some manner.”
M onique Chadband
Business, fourth year
"If I had a car, he could help 
me with the tickets. A friend of 
mine lives in Russ and she can’t 
park there. I don't think that’s 
fair; they live there and have 
parking spaces. They should be 
able to park there."
Nahema Foster
Biology, second year
Even though I live on campus, I 
would go to him about parking. 
Even commuters are parking in 
Clove to get a spot by the bus 
and the traffic is ridiculous.”
Brian Sca/zo, Physical
Education, fourth year
--------------------------------------------------------------- .
Do you think 
thjq G.P.A. 
requirement 
to b ia  
te<fcher 
should be 
lowered?
Call 973-635-5241 or email 
MdntOpinion@yahoo.com  
to respond.
______________ _____________ /
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Gay in the U.S.A.
Who Needs Equal Rights When We 
Have ‘Will and Grace?'
Straight people are funny. When­
ever I casually mention to one that 
gays and lesbians cannot get mar­
ried in this country (you know, the 
United States: land of the free). 
I'll receive a perplexed look and, 
inevitably, the following question: 
"What about Hawaii?”
To which I generally respond, 
“No, gay people cannot get married 
in Hawaii, nor in any other state.” 
Gays being able to marry in Hawaii 
is one of those big rumors, 
started back in the mid 
1990s when Hawaii officials 
spoke briefly of adding 
gay marriage to the state's 
Constitution (it never hap­
pened).
After I correct them, 
their perplexed looks con­
tinue, followed by another 
question: “But you can in 
Vermont, right?”
To which I adjust my
original response a fraction ^ -----
and say, “No, gay people 
cannot get married in Vermont, nor 
in any other state .” In Vermont, 
homosexuals can get a civil union, 
which has some, but not all, of the 
benefits of marriage. It's better than 
nothing, I suppose, though fashioning 
a big banner to the back of your car 
that reads "Just Civil Union-ed" isn't 
very romantic, now is it?
After I explain, several times, that 
no state in the U.S. offers marriage 
to homosexuals, I continue to get 
that perplexed look, plus a comment 
along the lines of, “That's not what I 
hear" or “I think you're wrong about 
that.”
President Clinton, who ran for 
president on a platform of gay rights, 
signed the Defense of 
Marriage Act in 1996, 
which accomplished 
two goals: a, It allowed 
states to disregard 
same-sex marriage 
certificates from other 
states (this was more 
of a pre-emptive strike, 
as no such certificates 
existed then, as they 
do not exist now) and 
b, It defined “mar­
riage” as a union 
between one man 
and one woman. It's amusing that 
Clinton had the gall to "oppose” 
homosexual marriage, given the 
respect he showed to the sanctity of 
his marriage to Hillary.
Six years after Clinton signed that 
wonderfully bigoted bill, nothing 
much has changed . Sure, “Will 
and G ra c e ” has given a flamer 
some Fonzie status, but today being 
National Coming Out Day, let's take 
a moment to review our country’s 
treatment of gays and lesbians:
Currently, 14 states have sodomy 
laws, which ban non-reproductive 
sex between two consenting adults 
(because reproductive sex is the only 
kind that heterosexuals have, right?). 
For the majority of these 14 states, 
the maximum penalty for
The M ontclarion M ailbag  Policy_________
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engaging in sodomy includes 
prison time. In Idaho, the maximum 
sentence is life in prison. Just for 
the record, committing vehicular 
manslaughter in Idaho will only get 
you 15 years in prison, tops. So, a 
gay guy in Idaho could spend more 
time in prison for getting a little action 
than for killing someone with his car. 
That sounds fair.
While many companies and 
states have begun giving 
domestic partners the 
same benefits they give 
to married couples, many 
more do not. MSU, for 
instance, gives its gay 
and lesbian staff zip, zero, 
zilch. MSU’s strategic 
plan, which is posted on 
its website, reads that 
MSU will “assure that 
the University population, 
including students, fac- 
--------^ ulty, and staff, are reflec­
tive of the population of 
New Jersey and the world beyond." 
Treating its gay and lesbian staff and 
their partners as second-class citizens 
is truly "reflective” of the “the world 
beyond," but is this the message 
MSU wants to send -  that only the 
families of its heterosexual staff are 
worthy of comprehensive medical 
benefits and dental plans? MSU 
insists on touting its diversity every 
chance it can get, but its lack of 
domestic partner benefits makes it 
look a lot more like Mayberry U.
The United States military bans 
homosexual conduct from its person­
nel with the infamous “don’t ask, 
don't tell” policy (instituted by, 
once again . Bill Clinton). The 
policy reads 
that such con­
duct poses 
"an unac­
ceptab le  risk 
to the high 
standards of 
morale, good 
order and dis­
cipline, and 
unit cohesion 
that are the 
essence of mil­
itary capabil­
ity.” This is from 
an organization (the U.S. Military) 
that recently bombed a wedding in 
Afghanistan. Gays and lesbians are, 
of course, allowed to serve during 
times of war, meaning that gays are 
good enough to die for our country 
when we really, really need them, 
but otherwise, they have to stay 
home. God Bless America.
There is some good news, I 
suppose. The New York Times, 
for instance, has started running 
gay union announcements in its 
Weddings/Celebrations page. I sup­
pose if the government won't rec­
ognize gay marriages, then having 
the Newspaper of Record do so is 
the next best thing. Forgive me,
See " G A r 'on p.20
66  F a sh io n in g  a  b ig
BANNER TO THE BACK OF 
YOUR CAR THAT READS 
‘JUST CIVIL un ion-e d ’ 
isn ’t  VERY ROMANTIC* 
NOW IS IT ?  99
Where’s the Beef?
Do You Know Where Your 
Dinner Comes From?
This past Saturday, I walked three 
miles.
To those of you in Panzer everyday 
lifting twenty pounders with your 
pinky, this may not be a big deal, but 
to me, three miles is a long way.
I walked these three miles to raise 
money for an organization called 
Farm Sanctuary.
Farm Sanctuary rescues and 
rehabilitates animals that have 
been abused in the factory farming 
system.
Sometimes, I am amazed 
that, just a couple of years 
ago, I was eating Big Macs. I 
never thought about where 
my dinner came from.
I am now a vegan (no 
meat, eggs or dairy prod­
ucts). However, I don’tjudge 
others for their consumption 
of meat.
Eating meat is a choice, 
and it is something that I 
chose not to do when I 
found out how the meat 
I was eating reached my 
plate (or my crinkled fast 
paper).
Factory farming—the process 
by which we get nearly all of our 
meaf—is a reprehensible practice 
that hurts everyone: animals, humans 
and the environment.
Despite what many people 
think, farm animals are not treated 
humanely. They do not dwell in green 
pastures until they are slaughtered 
for food one day.
Nearly all animals used for food 
are subjected to tortuous living con­
ditions and eventually killed.
Many people know about veal 
crates. They know that calves are 
taken from their 
mothers and con- 
fined to a small 
pen where they 
can barely move 
during their short 
lives. They know 
that they are fed 
unhealthily, on 
anemic diets which 
give them light col­
ored meat.
Many people H  
who know this 
choose not to eat 
veal.
However, many people don’t 
know that all animals used for food, 
not just veal, live painful lives and die 
painful deaths under factory farming 
methods. For example, cows are 
supposed to, by law, be ‘stunned’ 
before slaughter. But, since the stun­
ning is done on an assembly line 
(think grotesque / Love Lucy scene) 
it is often imprecise and many times 
the cow is hung up by its hind legs to 
bleed to death while still alive.
Meat and poultry industries admit 
that many times animals are dis­
membered while still alive.
Not only are animals slaughtered 
inhumanely, but they live lives of 
constant suffering. Pigs—who scien­
tists say are smarter than dogs—are
I  ■
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food
confined in metal gestation crates 
just two feet wide for around three 
years.
They can barely move and often 
get sores on their shoulders (yum, 
yum). Sows are impregnated over 
and over again until their bodies 
give out; when this happens, they 
are sent to slaughter.
They are slaughtered in the same 
inefficient and painful manner that 
beef cows are.
------- | |  Chickens are
crammed in battery 
cages and have less than 
half a square foot of 
space to live in.
Chickens, and turkeys 
both have the ends of 
their beaks cut off (with­
out anesthesia) to keep 
them from pecking each 
other's eyes out. They are 
genetically engineered 
to be bigger.
I 've seen these tur-
-------- keys and chickens—
many have feathers miss­
ing (from stress) and the turkeys can 
barely stand up because they’re so 
freakishly- overweight. Chickens are 
exempt from the Humane Slaughter 
Act and are not required by law to 
be stunned.
Moreover, many of them miss the 
killing blade and are boiled alive; this 
happens so often that the industry 
has a name for them: “redskins.”
Also, since male chicks are use­
less to factory farming (they don't 
produce eggs), they are ground 
alive at birth.
Not only is factory farming bad for 
animals, buf eating meat, espe­
cially factory 
farmed meat, is 
unhealthy for 
human beings.
It can cause 
a variety of 
problems from 
bad cholesterol to 
mad cow disease 
(did you know 
that cholesterol 
comes only from 
animal prod­
ucts?).
Factory farm­
ing also devas­
tates the earth by depleting natural 
resources and contaminating water 
sources.
For these reasons many people 
choose to live a vegetarian or vegan 
lifestyle. Vegetarians do not eat any 
meat (this includes all kinds of beef, 
chicken, pork and—usually—sea 
food). They usually do not wear any 
animal products either (like leather).
I haven't eaten meat in years and 
I never feel deprived. I realize that 
vegetarianism/veganism is not for 
everyone, but if you chose to eat 
meat, you should be aware of how 
it got to your plate.
Kathleen Savino, an English major, 
is in h er third yea r a s  a columnist 
for Th e  Montclarion.
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Carrying the Torch’ for Democracy
The N.J. Supreme Court Was Right to Grant Lautenberg Candidacy
A little less than a year ago, I took 
a job as an intern with United States 
Senator Jon S. Corzine’s constituent 
service office in Newark. Senator 
Robert Torricelli was running his 
reelection cam paign out of the 
ground floor of the building, eleven 
floors down. I’m not sure what 
became of the office now, seeing as 
"The Torch” (as he was not 
so affectionately called) is 
now out of contention for 
the senate.
Even more interesting is 
that the man who replaced 
him on the ballot, former 
New Jersey Senator Frank 
Lautenburg, was one of Tor­
ricelli's most regular adver­
saries. Despite being mem­
bers of the same party, and 
supporting similar causes, 
the two were constantly at 
odds. But whereas Mr. Laut­
enberg was often friendly 
and grandfather-like, Mr. Torricelli 
was just the opposite: a crass and 
loud-mouthed name caller.
What I wonder, though, is whether 
Robert Torricelli will be judged on the 
basis of his harsh persona or on the 
basis of his career? If you look at 
what Mr. Torricelli has accomplished, 
the merit is quite impressive. Not 
only was he a strong and undying 
ad vo cate  for workers rights and 
wom en’s health, he also served 
valiantly on the Senate Foreign Rela­
tions Committee. Fie campaigned 
strong for the McCain-Feingold bill, 
although, to be fair, this seems a bit 
hypocritical considering the nature 
of his admonishment.
Perhaps it would be best to say 
that while Robert Torricelli was not 
a model human being, he certainly
made for a very capable Senator. 
Even though made some mistakes 
that were not condonable, and 
now New Jersey has been put in a 
dubious spotlight.
Republicans in this state thought 
that they could run an out-of-touch 
candidate with downright puritanical 
ideology, Douglas Forrester, against 
the democratic incum­
bent simply because he 
was being investigated 
on corruption charges. 
Mr. Forrester has been 
running as the anti-Torri­
celli, clearly avoiding all 
the issues relevant to 
New Jersey residents. 
Republicans are oppos­
ing the change in ballots 
because they know that 
Mr. Forrester will get killed 
in this election when he 
is forced to talk about 
where he stands. Mr. For­
rester opposes restrictions on con­
cealed  weapons, and would not 
support tougher sentences for unli­
censed weapons possessors. Fie 
also opposes a wom an’s right to 
an abortion, and is so anti-choice 
that he has said he does not even 
support abortion in cases of rape and 
incest. Mr. Forrester has even said 
that he would support the appoint­
ment of Supreme Court Justices that 
would overturn the Roe v. Wade 
decision.
One other thing to consider is that 
Mr. Forrester was the president of a 
New Jersey based drug company. 
Given his history in the industry then, 
Mr. Forrester would not be for reduc­
ing the cost of prescription drugs 
both for seniors and the ill.
While politically it makes sense
for the Republicans to attempt to 
deny Democrats the placing of 
Lautenburg’s name on the ballot, 
the New Jersey Supreme Court did 
the right thing in allowing for the 
change in names for several reasons. 
In any election, be it for senate or 
the presidency, there must always 
be two candidates with a legitimate 
shot of winning. In this country, 
that means Repub­
licans and Demo­
crats. While itwould 
certainly be wel­
come to see a rise 
in third party candi­
dates, such a show­
ing is nearly impos­
sible. Thus, if the 
conservatives run 
a cand idate , the 
liberals do as well.
Forrester would 
essentially be run­
ning against him­
self if the Supreme Court had not 
allowed for Lautenbergjs name to 
be substituted for Torricelli's. That 
is simply not democratic, and not 
becoming of any nation that would 
claim to have free elections.
Besides, you have to know that, 
while they would never admit to it, 
the Republicans would be up in arms 
if a candidate of theirs had resigned 
late in a campaign and were then 
told they could not replace that 
person. The same conditions should 
be held for all parties. Should the 
Republicans have run into this situa­
tion, I would support them as I do 
the Democrats now. Giving New 
Jersey’s voters the right to select 
the candidate whom they feel most 
closely represents their needs and 
interests is simply the right thing to
do.
There is also one last point; Repub­
licans have vowed to fight the deci­
sion regarding the change in names 
on the ballot all the w ay to the 
Supreme Court of the United States. 
This is an awful and selfish tactic 
on the part of the conservatives to 
undermine the court of their own 
state, and one that is clearly moti­
vated by the fact 
that the Dem­
ocrats currently 
control the U.S. 
Senate, and the 
R e p u b l i c a n s  
simply want to 
take it over.
As it stands 
now, the Demo­
crats have only a 
one vote advan­
tage, and so that 
is why Republi­
can top brass, 
including Dick Cheney and the Presi­
dent himself, have come to cheer 
on Doug Forrester.
They can 't possibly think he'd 
make a capable senator; they don't 
even know who he is. All George 
and Dick want is another puppet 
vote to assist them in passing anti­
worker, pro-corporate legislation.
Do we want a repeat of Florida 
two years ago? That's what the 
Republicans are attempting here, 
albeit on a lesser scale.
While Robert Torricelli had a 
less than ethical record, the voters 
of New Jersey must not be short­
changed as a result of it.
Jerom e D ’Angelo, a political scien ce  
major, is  in h is  fourth y e a r  a s  a 
columnist for Th e  Montclarion.
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WILL GET KILLED IN THIS 
ELECTION. 99
It's All About Oil
What The United States is Truly Fighting About
Possesses weapons of mass 
destruction.. .is an evil dictator... pays 
the families of suicide bombers...has 
ties to Al-Qaeda.
These are the excuses that the U.S. 
ruling class has given the 
people as to why we are 
going to further devastate 
a country that has already 
gone through a decade 
of sanctions and constant 
bombs killing about 1,000 
Iraqi children a week.
I guess if you only watch 
Fox News Channel or read 
the mainstream American 
papers, you would see the 
invasion of Iraq as being 
necessary.
Sadaam  Flussein is an 
evil dictator. Yes, and? Fie 
was a dictator after the 
C .I.A . led the coup against Iraqi 
President Abdul Karim Kassim in 1963 
that brought Flussein to power.
Fie was a dictator when the U.S. 
government sold him the biological 
and chemical weapons in the 1980s 
that he used to kill Iranians, Kurds, 
and, later, American soldiers during 
the Gulf War (although our govern­
ment has some trouble admitting 
that - 1 wonder why?).
Before we hurry off and applaud 
our government for “fighting terror­
ism,” we should ask ourselves what 
its intentions really are.
The United States continues to
support repressive regimes all over 
the world (Turkey, Pakistan, etc.). 
Our goal isn't to bring democracy 
to a country (just ask anyone from 
the Philippines about the history of 
their country since the 
Spanish-American War).
Our goal isn't to stop 
terrorism, either, because 
then we would be going 
after Saudi Arabia, who 
has much closer and 
obvious ties to Al Qaeda 
and Bin Laden than 
any other country in the 
Middle East (not to men- 
t i o n
that 15 £
of the 
19hijack- 
e r s
Whoever gains control of the Middle 
East as well as the Caspian region 
will be the dominant player in the 
21 Century.
Therefore, other industrialized 
countries, such as France, Germany, 
Russia, and China, will have to go 
through the major U.S. oil companies, 
increasing the oil industry's profits, 
but keeping our gas prices at the 
same high levels.
Don’t fall for the government’s 
rhetoric of "spreading democracy" 
or “fighting for freedom” like so many 
have in the past. They are not doing 
this for our welfare or the welfare of 
the Iraqi people.
66  T h is  w a r  is  n o t
GOING TO BE FOUGHT
w e r e
Saudis).
So what is our 
goal?
Well folks, you 
guessed it: it’s all 
about the oil. But 
what about the oil? I  
The one point that 
must be made clear 
is that this war is not going to be 
fought over cheaper oil for you, but 
for the major oil companies.
According to the New York Times, 
Iraq has the second largest oil 
reserves in OPEC (Organization of 
the Petroleum Producing Countries).
OVER CHEAPER OIL
FOR YOU, BUT FOR THE 
MAJOR OIL 
COMPANIES. 99
In the end, 
the people of 
the United States 
will be paying 
for these oil wars 
as the U.S. ruling 
class continually 
takes our tax dol­
lars away from 
social services 
that we would 
benefit from and 
instead use it to 
secure the oil 
deals for the Rockefellers and Exxon- 
Mobils.
A l M oussab, a history major, is in 
his first yea r a s  a columnist for The  
Montclarion.
G a y
Continued from p. 19
though, if I do not jump up and down 
with excitement. A network sitcom 
and a page in the Sunday Times are 
nice, but obviously they don’t help 
very much. Case in point: in the 
pages of “Out” magazine, a major- 
league baseball player revealed 
himself, anonymously, to be gay. For 
sports fans, this revelation caused a 
furor. Newspapers speculated as to 
who the man could be, and athletes 
from every sport had a comment. 
On “The Howard Stern Show,” New 
York Giants rookie Jeremy Shockey 
said he "wouldn’t stand” for any 
gay guys on his team. He didn’t say 
anything about all the drug users and 
date rapists in pro-football. They’re 
okay, just not gay guys. I can only 
imagine how Shockey would have 
been treated if he had said he 
“wouldn’t stand” for any black guys 
on his team. He probably would not 
still have a job with the Giants, and 
rightly so. It’s okay, though, for him to 
make bigoted remarks about gays 
and remain on the Giants payroll. 
Free speech after all, right?
Last time I checked, the Consti­
tution did not advocate denying 
rights because of sexual orientation. 
Before we start bombing other coun­
tries for the w ay they treat their
T e rre n c e  T h o rn to n , an  E n g lis h  
m ajor, is  in h is  first y e a r  a s  the  
Opinion Editor for T h e  Montclarion.
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Earn Extra Money
w ife  raising critical funds lor MSUIII 
Sign up NOW t o t a l  caller it  PHONATHON!!!
During phonathon, students call M SU
funding for scholarships, research, 
and programming.
mi Barbara « 973-655-7472 and 4* « nowi
Students paid $6a0Q/ltOlir
M onday-Thursday nights from  5:30-9 p.m .
November 4> 
November 11-14  
November 18-21
its?Dependability
Enthusiasm
Good phone personality
None required, w e ’ ll train you!
!
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c l a s ' 1  W m  e d s
child care wanted
Seeking after-school nanny to pick 
up 7 year old daughter from School 
#8 (Clifton) and baby-sit at my home 
until 8 PM. Mon - Fri. Assistance  
with homework/Hooked on Phonics/ 
Math is priority. Contact Jazmin at 
(917)597-0961__________________________
Energetic and loving P/T sitter needed 
for 21 month old boy. 2 - 3  days a 
week, 1 2 - 2 0  hours a week. Flex­
ible on hours. Near campus. Jane 
(973)783-3432 ____________________
Childcare wanted, Montclair home, 
school age children. M - Th 2 - 6 PM, 
additional hrs if desired. Help with 
homework, start dinner, must drive. 
Please call Julie (973)360-6511(w) 
(973)783-7107(h). ____________________
Seeking part-time child care provider 
to come into our home weekdays 3 
- 6 PM. No smokers please. Call 
(973)571-2494 after 6 PM.____________
Montclair family seeks mature, cheer­
ful live-in nanny to care for two school- 
aged boys. Must have experience, 
strong references, and a valid driver’s  
license. Responsibilities include 
light cleaning, assisting with home­
work and family errands. Must 
be comfortable with pets (dog). 
We offer competitive benefits and 
salary. Please contact Kathy Bias at 
(973)744-2157 for more information.
help wanted
BARTENDER TRA IN EES N EEDED  
$250 a day potential. Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 721__________ ____
miscellaneous
SPRIN G  B R EA K  2003 Travel with 
ST S  Americas #1 Student Tour Oper­
ator. Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco, 
Baham as, or Florida. Sell Trips 
Earn Cash Travel Free. Information / 
Reservations 1-800-648-4349________
USA Spring Break Presents Spring 
Break 2003 Campus Reps Wanted 
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people Cancún, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Aca­
pulco, South Padre and Florida. 
Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077 
www.usasDrinabreak.com_____________
#1 Spring Break. Look no.furtherl! 2 
Free Trips/Free Parties w/MTV. Free 
Meals/Drinks. Hottest Destinations 
@ Lowest Prices. Caribbean, Mexico, 
Florida, Padre. Most Reliable Com­
pany. w w w .sunsplashtours.com  
1-800-426-7710________________________
Spring Break ‘03 with 
StudentCity.com! Cancún, Mazatlan, 
Acapulco, Bahamas, Jamaica, Flor­
ida! R EP S  WANTED! Travel free and 
earn cash! Call 1-800-293-1445
A C C U R A T E  TY PIN G  S E R V IC E  
R esum es, Term Papers, Letters, 
Reports, Business Cards, Flyers. 
Notary Public. Students and profes­
sionals call Victoria (973)674-8840 
For appt._________________________________
A national honors organization is 
seeking highly motivated students 
to assist in starting a local chapter. 
3.0 GPA required. Contact us at: 
chapters@siamaalphalambda.ora
Ho*? imx 
tao®© iö
'jm  ve iling ,
9
Heres where tö apply.
I ^ — —
Hi -Hi -I
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1■____ J■ ,  
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ARRIVESAFEi-Y
when you can gear up for signing up, 
that’s mLife
TONS
Buy a phone and a qualified AT&T W ire le ss Calling Plan for $39.99 or more a month and get Unlim ited Night & Weekend m inutes for life* 400 
Anytim e M inutes, and your choice of free gear. From fresh sty le s to the latest tech gadgets, choose from Lev i’s  jeans, D V D s , Loew s movie 
passes, C D  players and m o re - ju s t  for signing up! Check out all the stuff atattw ire less .com /gear.
'U n lim ite d  N ight and W eekend m inutes ava ilab le  w ith a tw o-year contract for as long as you rem ain on the  sam e plan.
visit a participating AT&T W ireless Store, Authorized Dealer or attwireless.com /gear
! AT&T Wireless
im p o rtan t Inform ation
©2002 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved. Requires purchase of a new phone and new activation on a qualified plan after August 1,2002, credit approval, a $36 Activation 
Fee, one or two-year agreement, and up to a $ 175 cancellation fee. Participants must be at least 18 years old, enrolled in a two- or four-year college, and have a valid e-mail 
address and Internet access. Program available only to customers that activate service at attwireless.com or at participating AT&T W ireless Stores or Authorized Dealers in 
select cities. Offer available for a limited time. Participants must remain on service for at least 30 days after activation in order to receive choice of gear. Complete Guidelines 
and description of gear offered in program available at attwireless.com/gear. Participants are bound by the General Terms and Conditions, rate plan and promotional materials.
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4 sessions in 4 different, state of 
the- art' machines. A  $55.00 
value.
N ot va lid  w ith  o th e r O ffers  o r  d isc o u n t«  
e x p ire s  1 2 /2 4 /2 0 0 2 ______| ________________ ________
"T h e
Princetem 
—’ Review
First time clients only
_ expires I 2/24/2002 2
Celebrate National &mess Free Grad Weekend!
f o r  s TANS
Offer good on the sunburst. 
Must be used two weeks from 
purchase date. Not valid with 
other offers or discounts, offer
e x p ir e s  j . ¿ / ¿ i f 2 0 0 2
MontclaJaPState University
Sa^play, October 26th
Jm  Participate m these great events:
Take <$FREE Full-Length LSATorMCATt
LSAT 9:30am~1:30pm 
MCAT 9:Q0arn-5:00prn
Attend a FEME Admissions Seminar!
H F  GMAT & Business School 10;30am-12:00pm 
If  GRE & Graduate School 1 ;00pm-2;30pm
Doiflt be left out! Cell today to reserve your space!
with purchase of any bottle 
of lotion
expires 12/24/2002
it on the 26th?
we deckled to celebrate all month long! 
Check out the date below to see what we are offering!
Free GRAD School Seminar
Thursday, October 17th
7:00pm -9:00pm
The Princeton Review- Hackensack
214 State Street
1040 McBride Avenue, West Paterson 
( 9 7 3 )  8 9 0 - 4 4 2 2
COSMOS JU N ÏD  ç o s s rS O S M < E il
"T h e "U C tim a te  ‘T a n  y o u  fu n se  B e e n  C o o fk in g jb r . 
C o m e  a tu £  e x p e rie n c e  "T a n n in g  a t  i t s J x n e s t .  
< B ra n cC n ew  S t a t e  q f t h e J L r t  "T a n n in g  e q u ip m e n t. 
1 0 %  ST h J< iyT ÎN T Œ > ISC > % Jt7 V rr S  
Mon.-Fri. - I0:00am-9:00pm  
Sat. - 9:00am - 9:00pm 
Sun. - I0:00am - 5:00pm
p ip S c e , calf (609)683-0082 
www.PrmceionReview.com
Student Discounts Available
J w/ Student IDI Ä WORLDNEré I
560 M m m s & r $ m 9 per m onM M  *  
(LimiteMnetpffer! Expires 9l3(mm  
3500 Minutes JSM34.99 per month, ana get back 
$110 wUpJnstant rebate!!!!
(Limited timk offers Expires 9130102)
All plans include FREEJMM1NE, LEATHER 
CASE, HAND-FREEWWWC& CAR CHARGER! 
CALL FOR DETIALS AND ADDITIONAL SAVINGS
|v\ Computer Tech 
H Specialist
Computer Problem? 
^  w y  Software Problem? 
Hardware, Software Installations,
Resume Experience for all Majors 
Flexible FT/PT Hours 
Customer Service /Sales
•No Telemarketing 
•Scholarships Available 
Conditions Apply
Parsippany - (973) 541 - 0122
Paramus - (201) 843 - 8808
Pompton Lakes - (973) 835- 3779
Including Networks.
Solutions for your Computer needs!
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CROSS COUNTRY 2002
MSU Finishes Second in Invitational Aaron Lieb and Tierra Hicks 
Help Lead Team
By Roman Uschak 
Courtesy o f Sports Inform ation
Bloomfield College finished in 
first place at the MSU Men’s Cross 
Country Invitational, while Georgian 
Court College won the New Jersey 
Association for Intercollegiate Ath­
letics for Women (NJAIAW) Cross 
Country Championships, both held 
at Garrett Mountain Reservation.
The MSU men's cross country 
team finished second in the MSU 
Invitational, while the MSU women 
were third in the NJAIAW's, behind 
Felician College.
Centenary College was the third 
and final finisher in the men’s race, 
while New Jersey City University 
and Centenary rounded out the 
women’s standings
Michael Mongech of Bloomfield 
College finished in first place in the 
men’s five-mile race in a tim e of 28 
minutes, 43.4 seconds.
Teammate Tishon Henry (29:48.6) 
placed second, while Michael Fox of 
Rutgers Camden was third (30:21.3). 
Aaron Lieb was MSU's top finisher, 
coming in sixth (32:34.1).
Georgian Court then swept
the next three spots, with Judy 
Alvarez (21:41.0), Katerine Cza- 
kowski (21:52.0) and Jaime Harb- 
street (21:58.3) finishing second, third 
and fourth respectively.
Felician runners finished in the fifth 
and sixth slots, while G CC runners 
rounded out the top ten. Karina 
Zyla (23:10.4) was MSU's top finisher 
(13th).
By Anne Clifford 
Sports Editor
Freshman Aaron Lieb is one of 
the men’s cross country team's best 
runners. At the end of September, 
he was MSU's top finisher at the Drew 
Invitational. He had finished the five- 
mile course in a time of 34:00:00. He 
helped MSU come in eighth at the 
Invitational. This Friday, Lieb was
MSU’s top finisher, coming in sixth 
with a time of 32:34. Aaron is part 
of the very small team that is part of 
the track team. He said, "We have 
a  very small team. There are only 
three actual cross-country runners. 
Five distance track athletes run in 
our invitational meets with us for 
training though.”
His fellow teammate and fresh­
man Ben Glaz said that, "Track is a 
sport when being good isn’t good 
enough.”
The MSU Women’s Cross Country 
Team opened its 2002 season today 
at the Gothic Knight Invitational 
hosted by New Jersey City University 
at Liberty State Park. MSU finished 
with 23 team points to NJCU's 32 
points.
Montclair senior Tierra Hicks fin­
ished first overall on the 2400-meter 
course with a time of 8.36 minutes.
MSU took four of the top five 
positions, with freshmen Cathleen 
Dale, Sara Salfety and senior Karina 
Zyla finishing third, fourth and fifth, 
respectively. Freshman Dominique 
Nelson, finished in 10th place for the 
Red Hawks.
é W omen's Cross CountryTeam Men's Cross CountryTeam
Name Yr. Ht. Hometown/Highschool Name Yr. Ht. Wt. Hometown/Highschool
Theresa Chislum Fr. 5-3 West Orange, NJ/Rockanette 
(KY)
Osei Bonsu So. 5-9 155 Parlin, NJ/Old Bridge
Cathleen Dale Fr. 5-9
Gelloyd Connor So. 6-0 170 Montclair, NJ/lmmaculate
Branchburg, NJ/Somerville Conception
Michelle DeShields Fr. 5-9 Uniontown, PA/Uniontown Jason Diaz Fr. 6-1 175 Edison, NJ/Edison
Elin Griffith So. 5-9 Newark, NJ/West Side Benjamin Glaz Fr. 6-0 230 Old Bridge, NJ/Old Bridge
Tierra Hicks Sr. 5-5 Hillsborough, NJ/Hillsborough Kenneth Ryan Fr. 6-1 160 Newark, NJ/Technology
Hashan Johnson Fr. 5-4 I Bridgeton, NJ/Bridgeton Ed Hamilton So. 5-1 168 Trenton, NJ/Ewing
Adrienne Kuerzi So. 5-4 Mahwah, NJ/Mahwah Jon Hanna Fr. 6-1 165 Stratford, NJ/Sterling
Marieline Lizaire So. 5-4 Asbury Park, NJ/Neptune Alladdin Homsi So. 5-8 140 Clifton, NJ/Clifton
Lauren Mantone So. 5-8 Palisades Park, NJ/Palisades 
Park
Aaron Lieb Fr. 5-11 160 MaysLanding, NJ/Oakcrest
Darryl Louis Jr. 6-2 177 Trenton, NJ/TrentonDominique Nelson Fr. 5-11 Richmond, VA/Huegenot
Iris Reyes Fr. 5-6 Dover, NJ/Morris Hills
Chris Mack Jr. 6-4 136 Wayne, NJ/Wayne Valley
Sarah Salfeety Fr.
Rob Martinez Sr. 5-7 153 Paterson, NJ/Don Bosco Prep
5-2 Somerville, NJ/Somerville
Chris Monaco So. 6-0 163
Laura Van Dyk Fr. Clifton, NJ/Clifton5-5 Rutherford, NJ/Rutherford
Melissa Vendetta So.
Jerome Morgan Fr. 5-8 165 Newark, NJ/West
5-5 Pitman, NJ/Pitman Potomac (VA)
Pauulina Villa Jr. 5-0 Egg Harbor, NJ/Egg Harbor Paul Noel Fr. 6-1 170 East Orange,NJ/Bishop
Township Francis
Karina Zyla Sr. 5-6 Midland Park, NJ/Lakeland Curtis Sylvester Fr. 6-0 174 Jersey City, NJ/Dominican
Regional Republic
Alex Torres Jr. 6-0 180 Irvington, NJ/Roselle 
Catholic
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Hockey Team Has Promising Beginning
By Lee Elias 
StaffW riter
After showing a promising second 
place finish two weeks ago at the 
pre-season Eddie Oliver Tournament 
in Staten Island, the Red Hawks 
hockey team continued to play with 
high hopes entering into league play 
last weekend playing away against 
the Monmouth University Ice Hawks 
in the MACHA league and New York 
University in the Super East.
Starting in goal for the Red Hawks 
was Joe Ballance, one of eleven 
new rookie players.
Ballance had a strong start saving 
all the shots that Monmouth had to 
offer.
The rest of the Red Hawks had 
a slow start scoring no goals in the 
Tirst period.
The first strike cam e from Mon­
mouth at 14:13 in the second period 
when Steve Daily put the puck in 
the net.
At the end of the second, the 
stunned Red Hawks knew that they 
must come together and dominate 
in the third.
Starting the third period on the 
power play, the Hawks took no time 
in getting the puck into Monmouth’s
zone.
After some crafty passing from 
team Captain Ed Caldwell and Tim 
Dybus, the puck was sent to Nick 
Lawson who scored the first goal just 
47 seconds into the period.
The Red Hawks continued to play 
together and scored their 
second goal at 15:13 
when Chris black, 
buried a shot, with ' 
the assist coming 
from Justin 
Conigelaro.
The Red 
Hawks held 
the 2-1 lead 
until, with 
less than a 
minute left 
in the third, 
the Red Hawks 
Nick ManfredinP 
put a puck in the 
net and shot down 
Monmouth’s hopes of 
winning.
As the clock went 
down to zero the Red 
Hawks secured their first win with a 
3-1 victory.
The next afternoon, the Red 
Hawks ventured out to Chelsea Pier 
to play New York University.
Both teams played inspired 
hockey in the first period hitting and
skating at full force.
Justin MacDonald showed worthy 
in net stopping clean every shot NYU 
took.
At the end of the first period, both 
teams were dead locked at the 0-0 
score.
When the teams returned 
to the ice , they both 
knew that they 
were going to 
have play their 
h a r d e s t 
1 hockey to 
' earn the 
win.
T h e  
¡ s c o r e  
^remained 
i tied at zero 
until Nick 
Manf redin i  
tapped a pass 
to Tom McQuil­
lan behind NYU's- 
net. McQuillan 
took the puck and 
soared full force out from 
behind the net, and around 
to the top of the circle.
From there he ripped a shot at the 
net which wasdeflected right to the 
stick of Rich Tait, who immediately 
slammed the puck into the net, 
giving the Red Hawks the 1-0 lead. 
Fueled bv the aoal, the Red Hawks
shut down all of NYU's shots and left 
the period with the lead.
The third period started as the 
second left off with both teams play­
ing at full speed.
The Red Hawks held off everything 
NYU had to show until 8:12 into the 
period when Matt Wiedel scored for 
NYU dead locking the score at 1-1.
The game continued as a  tie until 
NYU's Ryan Hughes tallied a goal 
with less than three minutes left in 
the period.
The Red Hawks did not let the late 
goal rip into their intensity, but the 
clock slowly crept down to zero and 
the victory went to NYU.
“That game is nothing to hang 
our heads about,” said Coach Frank 
Barone after the game. “We played 
at the same level as them and we 
worked as hard as we could.
This game shows promise for us 
as a team in the future.
If we play like this rest of the 
season, there are not many teams 
that are going to beat us.”
The Red Hawks new rookie class 
showed promise as all the goals 
scored during the weekend came 
from the new freshman.
The Red Hawks continue their 
season this weekend when they 
have their home opener Friday night 
vs. SUNY-StonyBrook University.
Are you a
B rokescholar?  I
Scholarships
channel
www.themontclarion.org/scholarships
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Volleyball Team Wins at Kings Point
MIKE CAFARO /  THE MONTCLARION
Freshman Flavia Veiga, Number 2, makes a dive for the ball. Flavia 
had 39 kills and 26 digs at Saturday’s  game.
By Robyn Carofme 
Assistant Sports Editor
The MSU volleyball team is trying 
to hold on to their season.
This past Saturday, the Red Hawks 
swept the Kings Point Invitational, 
held at the U.S. Merchant Marine 
Academy.
Even without star player Tiffany 
Adz, who Is out with an Injured knee, 
MSU was able to shut out both Kings 
Point and Manhattanvllle.
SUNY Farmlngdale seemed to 
be the only team to put up some 
opposition for MSU.
The Red Hawks lost game one 
24-30, but came back In game two 
and Inverted the scores to win It 
30-24.
Kings Point put up a fight In game 
three winning It 34-32, but MSU fin­
ished the match with two wins, 30-27 
and 15-8.
Stacey Johnson led MSU with 11 
kills against host Kings Point.
With a team total of 42 kills and 
12 serving aces Montclair was about 
to win. their match 32-30, 30-18, and 
30-23.
In match three MSU swept Man­
hattanvllle 30-16,30-15, and 30-22. By 
the end of the Invitational freshman 
Falvla Veiga had collected 39 kills 
and 26 digs.
Stacey Johnson had ended with 
32 kills, and Jennifer Olan finished 
with 70 assists.-
Tuesday night brought another 
loss to the volleyball team's NJAC 
standings.
MSU Is now 2-4 In NJAC after 
being swept by Rowan, who moved 
up to a 4-2 standing.
The team lost by the scores of 
30-8,30-12, and 30-18.
Stacey Johnson had six kills and 
four digs, while Jennifer Olan finished 
the game with 12 assists.
Tuesday did however make the 
record books.
Staszewskl served 17 consecutive 
points for Rowan In the first game, 
the third longest streak In Division 
III history.
/  i  n t  m v n  i  v .L A i\ iu n
Carmen Alvarado, number 9, reaches for ball on Tuesday.
Field Hockey Wins
By Anne Gifford 
Sports Editor
MSU 3 1
□ Univ. Scraton 1
Senior forward Melissa Herbert 
had a goal and an assist as MSU 
topped the University of Scranton, 
3-0, In NCAA Division III field hockey 
action at Sprague Field on Friday 
evening.
The Red Hawks (5-2) did not 
allow a shot as they won for the 
third time In their last four games.
Kim Reynolds made seven 
saves for the Royals (3-7), who 
have lost two straight and three of 
their last four.
Montclair broke the scoreless
contest eight minutes In as Herbert 
notched her fourth goal of the 
season.
Junior forward Megan Ullncy 
took the Initial shot that Reynolds 
stopped, but Herbert was there to 
knock in the rebound for a 1 -0 MSU 
advantage.
MSU extended the lead to 2-0 
at the 21:43 mark when Lea Smith 
poked In a loose ball In front of 
the cage for her first marker of the 
season.
The final goal cam e off the 
stick of Sarah Levine, who scored 
on a breakaway down the right 
side beating Reynolds to the near 
corner of the cage.
Junior Trisha Winkle notched 
her fourth shutout of the season 
despite not having to make a save. 
MSU outshot the Royals, 16-0.
Question:
This retired Red Sox first baseman 
was an excellent player for most 
of his 22-year career. However, he 
will always be remembered for his 
error at first base in the 1986 World 
Series against the New York Mets. 
(The ball rolled under his glove.) 
Who is he?
Answer to Last Week’s Question: 
Mookie Blaylock’s real first name 
is Daaron.
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Through 10/9
Field Hockey
NJAC Overall
MSU 0-1 1-3
Rowan 2-0 5-0
TCNJ I 1 k i  2-2
SUNY-Cortland ¡ * 3 1 4-1
NJCU l- l 2-2
Kean 1-1 ! 2-2
WPU 0 - f 1-3
Men’s  S o cce r
NJAC Overall
MSU 2-1 7-2-2
Kean 3-2 9-3
Rowan 10-0
Richard Stockton J  | H k 8-4
NJCU m  2 4 8-5
WPU 1 2 -3 ; 7-3
TCNJ ! 3-1 7-2-2
R utgers-N ew fk 0-5 3-7-1
Rutgers-Camden 1-4 4-8
Ramapo 2-2 7-2-1
Women’s  S o cce r
N J A C  Overall
MSU 2-0-1 4-4-2
TCNJ 4-0 10-0-1
Rowan 2-2 8-3-1
Richard Stockton i f S  9-2-1
WPU 11 S  7-5
Kean I  2I I 1 6-6
Ramapo § 1 ^ 1  4-6-1
Rutgers-C am fen^ 2-2-1 7-3-1
Rutgers-Newark 1-4 3-7
NJCU 0-5 2-9
Field Hockey
N J A C  Overall
MSU IM I /*/ 6-2
TCNJ
Rowan
WPU l o S  6-4
Kean _ _ 1 o4 3  7-3
Volleyball
N J A C  Overall
MSU 2-4 10-9
Rutgers-Newark m t í  6-7
Kean " ” 2-3 14-14
Richard S to c k to n f f ^ ¡ 5 4 | /  12-7
Rowan 19-7
WPU H  10-8
NJCU 3-3 9-8
Ramapo 1-4 6-8
Tennis
N J A C  Overall
MSU ■ M u  7-2
TCNJ
Ramapo i- A  8-4
Kean ■ |2-il 6-4
R utgers-N ew ik 0-6
this we e k ' s
^ e d  H o w k
A c t i o n
VOLLEYBALL "
Sat. 10/12 vs. Lebanon Valley 
12 p.m.
Tues. 10/15 @ Ramapo
7 p.m.
MEN’S SOCCER
Sat. 10/12 Centenary
1 p.m.
Wed. 10/16 @NJU 
3:30 p.m.
FOOTBALL
Sat. 10/12 @ Kean University
2 p.m
FIELD HOCKEY
Sat. 10/12 Messiah College 
1 p.m.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Sat. 10/12 Georgian Court
1 p.m.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Sat. 10/11 Greensboro
2 p.m.
Mon. 10/14 Stevens Tech 
7:30 p.m.
Wed. 10/16 NJU
8 p.m.
* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
jed ITtowk
R e s u l t s
Men’s Soccer
1012 - MSU 0, Wiliam Paterson 2 
1015-M SU0, Rowan 0
Women’s Soccer
1015 - MSU 1, Rowan 0
Football
1015 - MSU 15, SUNY-Cortland 20
Women’s Tennis
1012 - MSU 9, Rutgers-Newark 0 
1016 - MSU 6, New Paltz 3 
1018 - MSU 2, TCNJ 7
Field Hockey
1014-M SU 3, Univ. Scraton 0 
1018-MSU 0, Rowan 3
* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
Senior DE
Hometown: Irvington, NJ
Maurice had six tackles and one sack on 
Saturday.
h o n o r a b l e e n  t i o n
*  Lea Smith 
0)
x  Junior A/M
0 Hometown: Littlestown, PA
O
£
Lea scored first goal of the season at Friday’s  
-  game.
9
„ Donna R usso  
■* Senior MID
£ Hometown: Bridgewater, NJ
Donna had two assists at Tuesday’s  game.
”  Jennifer Olan 
a  Sophom ore S ET  
*  Hometown: Jersey  City, NJ
o Jennifer had 12 assists on Tuesday.
• Je ss  Amendaia
o Freshm an Mid
o Union, NJ 
<0
Jess  scored in the 81st minute of the game on 
Saturday.
V
Hawks Football Falls to SUNY-Cortland
SUNY-Cortland Scored 17 Points in a Row for a 20-16 Victory
Jermarl Buie dashes past Red Dragons.
Men’s Soccer 
Ties Nationally 
Ranked Team
By Anne Clifford 
Sports Editor
HSU 0
Rowan 1
The MSU men’s soccer 
team played to a dou­
ble-overtime scoreless tie 
against nationally-ranked 
Rowan University. Rowan 
had bested MSU, 2-0, last 
season.
Montclair is now 7-2-2 
overall and 2-1-1 in New 
Jersey Athletic Confer­
ence action, after play­
ing to its second scoreless 
tie in its last three outings.
The NJAC-leading 
Profs are now 10-0-1 over­
all and 4-0-1 in the confer­
ence.
Sophomore goal­
keeper Chris Owen fin­
ished with nine saves and 
his seventh shutout this 
season for the Red Hawks, 
including two point-blank 
stops in the second 
sudden-death overtime 
period.
Junior teammate Steve 
Leonard also blocked a 
point-blank Prof chance 
after Owen had made the 
initial save.
Rowan senior
netminder Dan McGinn 
finished with two saves 
and his fourth shutout 
as Rowan outshot MSU, 
20-14, and also had a wide 
margin in corner kicks, 
18-2.
JOHN SPARACIO / THE MONTCLARION
Jasper Hankins soars for a pass duing Saturday’s  game against SUNY-Cortland.
By Anne Clifford 
Sports Editor
HSU 16
I SUNY-Cortland 20
Junior quarterback J.J.  
Tutwiler threw two second- 
half touchdown passes as 
SUNY-Cortland scored 17 
straight points en route to 
a 20-16 victory over MSU 
before a crowd of 1,225 at 
Sprague Field in New Jersey 
Athletic Conference action 
on Saturday afternoon.
Tutwiler finished with 261 
yards as the Red Dragons 
defeated MSU for the first 
time since the 1997 season. 
MSU’s John DiGirolamo threw 
for 283 yards as the Red 
Hawks lost a conference 
gam e for just the second 
time in their last 18 NJAC 
contests.
Montclair led 10-3 in the 
third quarter before Cortland 
tied the score with 9:12 left 
after marching 93 yards. Tut­
wiler kept the drive alive 
with a six-yard, third-down 
completion to Neal Heaton,
Jr. Three plays later, at the 
Cortland 42 - again on third- 
down, Tutilwer scrambled 
away from three defenders 
before finding a wide-open 
Heaton at the MSU 24. 
Heaton then raced the final 
yardage to tie the game at 
10- 10.
After a Montclair punt 
and blocking penalty that 
pinned the Red Dragons 
at their own four, Cortland 
marched 96 yards in 12 plays 
that took over five minutes. 
A Tutwiler 25-yard pass to 
Rocco Colucci helped bring 
the ball down to the MSU 
17. After an incompletion, 
Tutwiler connected with Tony 
Romano for a 17-yard touch­
down and a 17-10 Cortland 
lead with 11:18 to play in the 
fourth quarter.
Things then got worse for 
MSU as a low snap on a punt 
forced a turnover on downs 
as the Montclair 26 yardline. 
The Red Dragons then con­
verted that miscue into a 
35-yard field goal by George 
Oostmeyer.
Montclair State’s final 
touchdown came with time 
expired as DiGirolamo con­
nected with Jasper Hankins 
on a 55-yard catch-and-run 
touchdown.
In a mistake-filled first-half 
that saw both'feams have 
long touchdown passes 
called back due to penali­
ties, MSU took a 7-0 lead with 
1:11 to play in the second 
quarter cis DiGirolamo hit 
Steve Armstrong on an eight- 
yard scoring strike. But Cort­
land came back just before 
the half as they moved the 
ball 66 yards before Oost­
meyer booted a 34-yard field 
goal at the gun.
Tutwiler completed 
20-of-35 passes, including 
seven to Joe Marzullo, who 
finished with 59 yards. 
Heaton, Jr. had four catches 
for 94 yards. DiGirolamo was 
14-of-31 for 283 yards, includ­
ing six to Eric Magrini, who 
had 108 receiving yards. 
Colucci had two catches as 
he became the ninth player 
in Cortland history to reach 
the 100-catch plateau.
MSU’s Jermarl Buie rushed 
for 135 yards on 19 carries, 
while Cortland’s Steve Davis 
had 83 yards on 20 carries.
